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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to study the 
relationship between mental health status and reading re­
tardation.
The population used in the study included all of 
the forty-three fifth grade pupils from the twenty-nine 
white public elementary schools in the city of Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana, who were two or more years retarded in reading, 
who were of average mental ability, and who were not 
physically handicapped. Thirty-four boys and nine girls 
from sixteen schools met these conditions and were included 
in the final study group* These were identified by use 
of the Los Angeles Elementary Reading Test and the Cali­
fornia Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity.
Data on these pupils were gathered in three ways.
The Mental Health Analysis was administered orally to each 
child as part of an interview; the pupil’s teacher and 
former teachers were interviewed concerning the mental 
health characteristics of the subjects; and all pupils 
were asked to respond to a sociometric rating device. One 
fifth grade pupil of average reading ability was selected 
at random from each of the twenty-nine schools and these 
also responded to the Mental Health Analysis.
x
xi
The retarded readers’ replies to the interview 
questions were analysed. By comparing these pupils’ 
responses to the norms for the Mental Health Analysis, a 
general description of the mental health status of the 
retarded readers was formulated. Information obtained 
from the teachers concerning these pupils was also 
analyzed.
To determine the extent to which the mental health 
characteristics of the retarded readers differed from 
those of children reading at fifth grade level, three 
comparisons were made. First, the sociometric ratings of 
the retarded readers were compared with those of the 
twenty-nine average readers selected at random in the 
schools. The average readers were found to choose more 
of their classmates on the sociometric rating card and 
also to be chosen by their classmates more often. These 
differences were statistically significant.
The Mental Health Analysis scores of the two groups 
were also compared. The average readers had higher scores 
on nine of the ten sections of the Mental Health Analysis. 
Five of these differences favoring the average readers 
were statistically significant. The average readers®
Total MHA mean score was also significantly higher than 
that of the retarded pupils.
xii
Finally, all of the MHA items were tested by means 
of the tetrachoric correlation technique to determine 
which responses were most closely related to reading 
ability. Twenty-four of the MHA items had statistically 
significant correlation with reading ability. Twenty-one 
of these were positive and three were negative.
The general conclusions drawn from the findings
were:
(1) There appears to be a tendency for more re­
tarded readers to come from schools in the lower socio­
economic sections of a city.
(2) While no single pattern of mental health
characteristics is descriptive of all retarded readers, 
there is a tendency for these pupils to behave immaturely, 
to be emotionally unstable, to feel inadequate in some 
ways and to have a considerable number of nervous manifes­
tations,
(3) Retarded readers are not as accepting of their 
classmates or as accepted as average readers.
(4) As a group, retarded readers are not as 
mentally healthy as average readers. Specific aspects of 
mental health in which the differences favor the average 
readers are behavioral maturity, inter-personal skills, 
social participation, satisfying work and recreation, and 
adequate outlook and goals.
xiii
These conclusions imply that regardless of the 
cause-effect relationship between mental health and reading 
retardation effective remedial instruction should include 
attention to the maintenance of good mental health.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The attainment of mental health i3 a crucial problem at the present time. It has recently been estimated that in a single year one million persons received treatment in institutions and many others 
received treatment from private practitioners.Another survey showed that almost half of all the beds 
in our hospitals were occupied by psychotic patients. Some authorities estimate further that one person in twenty will at some time be admitted to a hospital 
because of a mental disorder and that another one in twenty will be temporarily incapacitated by emotional 
or nervous instability at some time in his life. Disability of this kind makes many persons temporary or permanent liabilities in society and affects in adverse ways the lives of many others. Since it is well established that many of these breakdowns would have been avoided by the provision of more desirable conditions in the home, community, or the school, it 
becomes the responsibility of these agencies to cooperate in preventing and alleyiating personality disorder and emotional conflict.1
In recent years much interest has been shown by 
workers both in education and the field of mental health 
in the interaction of the educational experiences of the 
child and his mental health. Writers like the one quoted 
above are stressing the reciprocity of school experience 
and emotional adjustment. Not only does the child’s school 
experience affect his adjustment but the status of the
■̂ ■Herbert A. Carroll, "Need for Programs of Mental Health," Mental Health in Modern Education. Fifty-fourth Yearbook of the NationaT”Society for the Study of Education 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1955), P* 1*
child’s adjustment or mental health can and usually does 
influence his achievement of educational objectives*
One educational objective of the elementary school 
is the attainment of proficiency in reading* Many consider
othis one of the primary responsibilities of the school**
The plethora of writing on this subject by both educators 
and laymen in recent years bears witness to the importance 
attached to learning to read*
Failure to learn to read has been frequently
3attributed to emotional problems* Conversely, research 
indicates that many of the adjustment problems of children 
are created and/or aggravated by failing to learn to read<A 
Thus, the interaction of these forces may become a vicious 
circle in which the child not only develops serious 
emotional difficulties but also fails to make satisfactory 
progress in the important task of learning to read.
It is an interest in this interrelationship between 
mental health and reading retardation which prompts this 
study.
%iles A. Tinker, Teaching Elementary Reading 
(New York: Appleton-Century-cJrofts, Inc., 19i>2), pp. 1-6.




Statement of the problem* The purpose of this 
investigation was to study the mental health status of a 
group of retarded readers in order to answer the following 
questions:
(1) What general description of mental health is 
evident in retarded readers?
(2) With regard to mental health how do teachers 
describe retarded readers?
(3) How do retarded readers and average readers 
compare as to social adjustments (accepting of and accepted 
by classmates)?
(4) How do retarded readers and average readers 
compare on a standardized inventory of mental health 
status?
Importance of the study. The importance of this 
study obtains from both its subject and its method* The 
case for study of the interaction of reading retardation
and mental health factors has been made repeatedly.
5 6 7 3 QPrescott, Robinson, Tinker, Bennett, Monroe,7 and
5Daniel A. Prescott. Emotion and the Educative
Process (Washington: American Council.on Education, 1933),
p. 2317
^Robinson, loc. cit.
?Miles A. Tinker, nRemedial Methods for Non
Gates'^ are but a few of the reading authorities who have 
suggested the need for studying reading and emotional
adjustment as correlatives* In the field of mental hygiene
11 12 13 I1Thorpe, Redl and Wattenberg, Shacter,“ and Carroll *
have pointed out the need for better understanding of the
Readers,” School and Society. 40:524-526, October, 1934•
^Chester C. Bennett, An Inquiry into the Genesis of Poor Reading. Teachers College Contributions to Education, 
No• 755 (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 193d)*
%arion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 193&K
10Arthur I. Gates, "The Role of Personality Mal­adjustment in Reading Disability,” Journal of Genetic 
Psychology. 59:77-^3, September, 1941.
■^Louis P. Thorpe, The Psychology of Mental Health (New York: Ronald Press Company, 1950/.
Redl and William W. Wattenberg, Mental Hygiene In Teaching (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Company,’T 95I)•
^Helen Shacter, “Mental Health Practices in the Primary Grades,” Mental Health in Modern Education.
Fifty-fourth Yearbook”of the National Society for the Study of Education (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1955).
■^Herbert A. Carroll, “Implications of the (Fifty- fourth) Yearbook for the Improvement of Mental Health in Our Schools.” Mental Health in Modern Education. Fifty- fourth Yearboolc of the" National Society for the Study 
of Education (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1955).
5
interdependence of school experience (especially reading) 
and mental health.
The importance of the methodology of this study is
of equal magnitude. In the foreword to English and
1*5Raimy’s  ̂manual on child study, Prescott remarks that 
there is no more interesting and satisfying profession 
than teaching for the person who understands the human 
material with which he works. He continues that it is a 
fundamental task in the professional education of teachers 
to help prospective teachers obtain the experiences which 
will help them in studying and understanding children. 
Prescottts book, Helping Teachers Understand Children,10 
has outlined a system of child study which has been used 
in many schools and school systems to help in-service 
teachers study and understand children.
It is hoped that the present study will be definitive 
enough to supply needed information for teachers desiring to 
understand children better. Also, it is hoped that the 
method and instruments used in the study will prove useful
^Horace B. English and Victor Raimy, Studying the Individual School Child (New York: Henry Holt and Company,
l9k-l), p. viTT
•^Daniel A. Prescott, Helping Teachers Understand Children (Washington: American Council on Education,194577”
to classroom teachers interested in following paths of 
research pointed out but not pursued here*
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Mental health. Mental health may be defined as the 
general state of psychological well-being marked by normal 
development and adequate adjustive behavior. The term, as 
used in this study, is a general term and is not concerned 
with any one personality state or maladjustment.
Retarded reader. A retarded reader, as referred to 
in this study, is a pupil whose comprehension was shown by 
tests to be two years or more below his school grade 
placement.
Average reader. An average reader, as referred to 
in this study, is a pupil whose reading comprehension was 
the same or slightly above his school grade placement.
Sociometrv. Sociometry and sociometric data refer 
to responses to questions designed to ascertain the degree 
to which pupils accept their classmates and the degree to 
which they are accepted by their classmates.
III. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
7
Chapter I. Chapter I contains an introductory 
statement to this report, the statement of the problem, a 
discussion of the importance of the study and definitions 
of terms.
Chapter II. A discussion of other research in the 
fields of reading and mental health is presented in 
Chapter II.
Chapter III. A complete description and explanation 
of the methods and techniques used in making this study are 
given in Chapter III.
Chapter IV. In Chapter IV the data are presented 
and analyzed in order to provide answers to the questions 
posed in Section I of this chapter.
Chapter V. Chapter V contains a summary of the 
report, conclusions to be drawn and a discussion of the 
implications of these findings for children and teachers.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
An examination of the literature in reading retar­
dation discloses a vast amount of interest in the relation­
ship between reading retardation and the various personality 
traits, emotional maladjustments and other correlates of 
mental health. Reviews of the literature in this area by 
Wilking,^ Russell,2 Witty,^ and Zolkos^ have contained 
thirty to thirty-eight items each. Recent reviews of the
literature on disability in reading and other language
c 5arts by Russell^ and Johnson contain over 170 items. In
^Vincent S. Wilking, "Personality Maladjustment as 
a Causative Factor in Reading Disability,” Elementary 
School Journal. 42:266-279, December, 1941*
^David H. Russell, ”Reading Disabilities and Mental Health," Understanding the Child. 16:24-32, January, 1947.
•̂ Paul Witty, "Reading Success and Emotional Ad­justment," Elementary English. 27:261-296, May, 1950.
^■Helena H. Zolkos, "What Research Says about Emotional Factors in Retardation in Reading," Elementary School Journal. 51:512-516, May, 1951.
^David H. Russell, "Interrelationships of the Language Arts and Personality," Elementary English. 
30:167-130, March, 1953.
^Marjorie S. Johnson, "Factors Related to Dis­
ability in Reading," Journal of Experimental Education. 26:1-26, September, 1^57.
its triennial cycle of reviews, the Review of Educational 
Research reports many investigations into the relationship 
between reading retardation and personality or emotion. 
Each February issue of the Journal of Educational Research 
gives an annotated bibliography of research in reading.
The present chapter presents a review of literature 
relevant to the relationship between retardation and 
personality, emotional or other affect disturbances. This 
includes literature describing research employing 
techniques or instruments similar to those used in this 
study.
I. STUDIES OF READING RETARDATION AND MALADJUSTMENT
Hildreth wrote in 1936:
When a learning difficulty arises, there is always 
a possibility that personality difficulties may be operative, and this angle of the case warrants thorough investigation. . . .In every classroom there 
are children who, in spite of adequate intellectual 
maturity, fail to make satisfactory progress because 
of personality problems and unstable emotional characteristics.7
^Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R*s (Minneapolis- Nashville-Philadelphia: Educational Publishers, Inc.,
1936), p. 306.
10
About the same time Liss,^ a psychiatrist, discussed 
what he considered libidinal factors in the learning process# 
Some years later Vorhaus and others, using Rorschach as­
sessment techniques, defined reading disability as an . 
"expression of resistance.These psychoanalytically 
oriented discussions of reading have been generalized to 
include learning in all school subjects and skills.
Writing on the correlation between reading ability 
and personality, Gray has pointed out that "it is clear 
that test results and general discussions indicate a 
positive relation" between these two.^® Crow and Crow^ 
assert that social and emotional adjustment is necessary 
for all school success.
A standard work on remedial techniques in basic 
school subjects by Fernald contains the statements
Everyone who has worked with children who have failed to learn the ordinary things others learn
£Edward Liss, "Emotional and Biological Factors Involved in the Learning Process." American Journal of 
Orthopsychiatry. 7:4^3-433, October, 1^37*
^Pauline G. Vorhaus, "Non-Reading as an Expression 
of Resistance." Rorschach Research Exchange. 10:60-69. 
June, 1 9 4 6 . ---------------- -
■^C. T. Gray, "Reading Ability and Personality 
Development," Educational Forum. 4:133-133, January, 1940.
•l1L. D. Crow and Alice Crow. Mental Hygiene in School and Home Life (New York: Mc'Graw-Rill Book Company,
1942), p. 33*
11
admits that emotion is part of the total complex in 
these (remedial) cases* . . • It is often difficult to tell which comes first, the failure or the emotional breakdown. Some children fail to learn because they are emotionally unstable: othersbecome,emotionally unstable because they fail tolearn*12
Garter and McGinnis^ also point out that psy­
chologists have shown repeatedly that reading failure may 
result in emotional conflict and, conversely, that emotional 
upsets can, and often do, result in reading disability.
In 1933 Tinker observed, "It is well recognized
that emotional instability is frequently associated with
marked reading disability. "I**-
15Marion Monroe, discussing the diagnosis and treat­
ment of reading disabilities, reported that in almost every 
case of reading disability emotional reactions to reading 
are observed.
■^Grace m . Fernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic 
School Subjects (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company.
1041), p. 7.
l^Homer L. J. Carter and Dorothy J. McGinnis, Learning To Read (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1953), p.
l^Miles A. Tinker, "Diagnostic and Remedial Reading
II." Elementary School Journal. 33:346-357, January, 1933.
l^Marion Monroe, "Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading 
Disabilities," Educational Diagnosisf Thirty-fourth Year­book of the National’̂ Society"~for~tKe Study of Education (Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company,
1935), p. 214.
12
In an article describing a special clinical ori­
entation procedure implemented among New Orleans public 
school teachers, Font stated that one major reason for 
undertaking the project was that the Tulane Psychiatric 
Clinic could not provide for the "increasing number of 
children whose behavior problems centered around an un­
recognized reading disability*"1^
Discussing the psychodynamic aspects of reading 
disability, Sylvester and Kunst expressed the theory that 
a reading defect is a simple aspect of a more comprehensive 
disturbance in the psychobiological functions of an indi­
vidual. Furthermore, they stated that "when tutoring 
succeeds, it does so because the tutor fulfills a funda­
mental emotional need."1?
Stulken1^ reported that twenty per cent of the 
maladjusted boys entering a special school in Chicago were 
retarded severely in reading. Ninety per cent were retarded
s
^■^Marion McK. Font, "Orientation in Clinical Approach Through Remedial Reading Instruction," American Journal of 
Orthopsychiatry. 12:324-334, April, 1942.
^Emmy Sylvester and Mary S. Kunst, "Psychodynamic Aspects of the Reading Problem," American Journal of 
Orthopsychiatry. 13:69-76, January, 1943•
^Edward H. Stulken, "Retardation in Reading and 
the Problem Bov in School." Elementary English Review.
14:179*132, May, 1937.  —  “
13
one or more years below their chronological age. Sixty-six 
per cent were retarded one or more years below their mental 
age,
19A study of orphanage children by Lantz and Liebes 
disclosed that twenty-eight of the thirty-three boys who 
were considered retarded in reading had emotional mal­
adjustments* Twenty-two of them had these emotional
problems on entering the orphanage*
20 21Blanchard, 9 in two of the early discussions of 
reading retardation and maladjustment, asserted that unless 
adequate and socially acceptable compensations for the 
feeling of inferiority (caused by failure to learn to 
read) are developed, personality and behavior deviations 
are apt to arise* She used five case studies to show that 
a child*s attitudes, if negative, may cause disability in 
school subjects.
Commenting on types of reading disabilities,
Hardwick wrote, "’Whenever an otherwise normal child shows
“̂ Beatrice Lantz and Genevieve B. Liebes, "A 
Follow-Up Study of Non-Readera" Journal of Educational 
Research. 36:604-626, April, 1943 •
^Phyllis Blanchard, "Reading Disabilities in Relation to Maladjustment." Mental Hygiene. 12:772-788. 
October, 1928* '
21________ "Attitudes and Educational Disabilities,”
Mental Hygiene. 13:550-563. July, 1929*
14
a specific disability, we may safely assume that the
problem has an emotional aspect which must be reckoned
22with in some fashion,n
Karlan,2  ̂in a study of failure of secondary school 
pupils with high I, Q.*s, showed a close relationship 
between this failure and emotional difficulties. Wolf^ 
also reported that in a study of two groups of girls of 
equal intelligence but markedly different achievement 
levels the non-achieving girls had a larger number of 
personality traits that were indicative of poor emotional 
adjustment.
"The first consideration [jin tutoring a child in
-i 25readingj must be the child’s attitude,” wrote Ridenour. 
"If he does not want to read," she continued, "then the 
problem becomes, not teaching him to read, but understand­
ing his resistance to reading and getting him to want to 
read."
22Rose Hardwick, "Types of Reading Disability," 
Childhood Education. 8:423-427, April, 1932.
23Samuel C. Karlan, "Failure in Secondary School as a Mental Hygiene Problem." Mental Hygiene. 18:611-620, 
October, 1934. “
2^Jean Wolf, "A Comparative Study of Two Groups of Girls of Relatively Equal Intelligence but Differing Markedly in Achievement," Journal of Applied Psychology. 
21:304-310, June, 1937. *
25fjina Ridenour, "The Treatment of Reading Dis­
ability," Mental Hygiene. 19:3^7-397, July, 1935.
15
In discussing treatment techniques for reading 
disability as one type of retardation, Ackerman and 
Menninger asserted, "Children with ’seemingly arrested’ 
learning ability exhibited personality deviation with 
extraordinary frequency* This indicates that the ’whole 
child* and not the retardation must be treated*”
Witty and Kopel2? reported that 50 per cent of the 
cases of reading retardation referred to the Psycho- 
Educational Clinic at Northwestern University were charac­
terized by so many fears and anxieties that no program of 
re-education could possibly succeed which did not aim to
re-establish self-confidence and remove anxiety.
oftRobinson,in a study designed to find out why 
pupils fail in reading, discovered that significant 
emotional problems were present in 41 per cent of the 
retarded readers studied. This figure, she explained, is 
low in comparison with other studies because of the 
rigorous definition of emotional maladjustment used. How­
ever, emotional or personality maladjustments were considered
2% .  W. Ackerman and C. F. Menninger, "Treatment Techniques for Mental Retardation in a School for Person­
ality Disorders in Children,” American Journal of Ortho­psychiatry. 6;294-312, April, 1936.
2?Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the 
Educative Process (Boston: Ginn and Company,”1^3^77 P* 231.
2%elen M. Robinson. Why Pupils Fail in Reading 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Tress," 1^4677 P* 225*
as cause, effect and concomitant of reading disability in 
this study.
In a discussion of the clinical approach to reading 
disability, Stauffer recommended:
At all times it is the whole child that must be 
understood, but more thoroughly so when normal adjust­ment and development are being disrupted. Therefore, 
since reading is one facet of language, which in turn is one aspect of personality representing dynamic 
unity of an individual, it is the personality of the disabled reader that calls for rehabilitation.
A recent study of the relationship between emotional 
adjustment and reading retardation by Bouise^O showed a 
majority of poor readers in the seventh-grade population 
studied to be maladjusted both at home and at school.
Poor readers were found to be less secure in all situations 
studied. The compared group of good readers in this study 
not only exhibited fewer maladjustment symptoms but their 
symptoms were not as severe as those found in the retarded 
readers•
Much of the research in reading disability and 
personality has been directed toward finding definite traits 
or patterns which the retarded reader seems to have.
i
29Russell G. Stauffer, "A Clinical Approach to Personality and the Disabled Reader,” Education. 67:427-435, 
March, 1947*
■^°Louise Bouise, "Emotional and Personality Problems of a Group of Retarded Readers,” Elementary English, 
32:544-548, December, 1955*
17
31McCallister, in a study of seventh • and eighth - 
grade retarded readers, reported that the following 
personality traits were associated with reading retar­
dation: dreamy meditative disposition, nervous excitable
temperament, extreme timidity, impetuousness, and in­
difference*
Although she reported no statistically significant
relationships between gross scores of personality adjust-
32ment and reading, Ladd listed the following specific 
conditions and traits which appeared to be associated with 
good reading ability: favorable school attitudes, high
"self control" score on an inventory, amount of time spent 
reading for pleasure, tendency to feel happy, and high 
teacher ratings on self-confidence, persistence, and 
concentration of attention*
Tulchin stated, "The failure to learn to read 
may • • • depend primarily upon emotional factors."^3
^James M. McCallister, "Character and Cause of Retardation in Reading Among the Pupils of the Seventh and 
Eighth Grades,” Elementary School Journal. 31:35-43, 
September, 1930*
■^Margaret R. Ladd, The Relation of Social. Economic and Personal Characteristics to Reading ~Sbiiityr~*Teachers 
College Contributions to Education, No* 5^2 (Efew York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Uni­
versity, 1933), p. S3.
^Simon H. Tulchin, "Emotional Factors in Reading Disabilities In School Children," Journal of Educational 
Psychology. 26:443-454, September, 1935•
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Some of these factors were general instability, flighty 
attention, resistance to authority, feelings of inadequacy, 
infantile behavior, sibling rivalry, and oversensitiveness 
to criticism.
Reporting on an investigation of prediction of 
reading problems prior to school entrance, Castner-^ listed 
instability, excitableness, and poor attention as personality 
traits having high prediction value. The identification of 
traits which would predict reading difficulty before the 
first grade was described by him as one of the greatest 
educational needs.
Blanehard contended, "Certain common psychogenic 
factors evident in more or less degree in all (these) 
cases of reading disability, present at least superficial 
similarities to those which enter into the formation of 
neurotic symptoms." These factors were: "anxiety and
guilt over hostility and the sadistic phantasies in which 
this factor found expression."^5 ghe warned, however, 
that there was no one psychogenic cause of reading dis­
ability.
M. Gastner, "Prediction of Reading Disability 
Prior to First Grade Entrance," American Journal of Ortho­
psychiatry. 5:375-3#7, October, 1935.
35phyllis Blanchard, "Psychogenic Factors in Some Cases of Reading Disability," American Journal of Ortho­
psychiatry. 5:3ol-374, October, 1935•
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Later Blanchard^ reiterated her statement that 
reading disability was not caused by any single personality 
difficulty but rather that it was usually related to a 
pattern of fears, illnesses without physical basis, infan­
tile regression, and the like.
Gates reported some "unfortunate adjustments” he 
found in one hundred randomly selected retarded readers. 
These were:
(1) Nervous tensions and habits such as stuttering, 
nail biting, restlessness, insomnia and psycho- 
pathological illnesses,
(2) Defensive, defiant and sullen behavior,
(3) Withdrawal and truancy,
(4) Mischief, thefts, destructiveness, cruelty and bullying,
(5) Mind-wandering and day-dreaming,
(6) Extreme self-consciousness and inferiority 
feelings,
(7) Submissive adjustments such as inattentiveness, 
indifference and apparent laziness.
"Heading Disabilities in .Relationship 
to Difficulties of Personality and Emotional Development," 
Mental Hygiene. 20:3&4-413, July, 1936,
^Arthur I, Gates, "Failure in Reading and Social Maladjustment," Journal of the National Education Association. 25:20^-206,“October, 1936.
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3$Bennett has suggested several things which appear 
to be characteristic of poor readers. Teachers tend to 
regard these pupils as lacking in persistence and in the 
capacity for sustained and concentrated attention. These 
pupils seem to be inclined toward a nhomey,” inactive, and 
solitary life rather than toward a physically vigorous 
gregarious one. Poor readers tend to regard the school 
situation as unpleasant and difficult. Finally, poor 
readers are likely to feel inadequately fortified to face 
life’s difficulties, subject to crying spells, fears, 
indecision, headaches, loneliness, and stuttering.
P r e s t o n - ^  studied one hundred retarded reading 
cases and Interviewed the parents of these children. She 
reported the following:
(1) Parents of retarded readers were worried, anxious, distressed and upset.
(2) Parents reproach children for reading failure,
(3) Parents try to teach children to read.
(4) Parents use ridicule and mockery on children.
3^Chester C. Bennett, An Inquiry into the Genesis of Poor Reading* Teachers College Contributions to Education, 
No. 755 (New I'ork: Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 193&), pp. 120-126.
39jDftary I. Preston ”The Reaction of Parents to Reading Failure,” Child Development* 10:173-179, September, 
1939.
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(5) Parents use physical punishment.
(6) Parents compare retarded reading cases with 
siblings•
(7) Parents blame the school.
(S) Parents blame the low intelligence of theirchildren for reading failure (although the lowest
I. Q. in the group studied was 95)*
Feinberg and Reed^® reported that in the Ford 
Republic, a home for delinquent boys referred by the court, 
the average reading-rate age was 6.7 years and the average 
reading-comprehension age was 6.0 years. These were for
143 boys whose mean I. Q. was 8S and mean chronological
age 14.0 years.
Gates,^ on the basis of his interpretation of four 
studies and of his own experience in working with retarded 
readers, concluded:
(1) There is no single personality pattern among pupils of adequate intelligence and inferior reading 
ability.
(2) Good readers are consistently superior to poor 
readers in no single personality trait.
(3) Statistical descriptions of personality traits for retarded readers are of little value.
^ Henry Feinberg and Clyde L. Reed, "Reading Level 
of a Group of Socially Maladjusted Boys," Journal of 
Social Psychology. 12:31-37, August, 1940.
^Arthur I. Gates, "The Role of Personality Mal­adjustment in Reading Disability,” Journal of Genetic 
Psychology. 59s77-^3, September, 194T7”
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(4) Some emotional patterns have been found which comprise a partial cause for reading difficulty#
(5) Maladjustments found in reading disability cases often are: nervousness, withdrawal, aggression, 
defeatism and chronic worry.
(6) Probably 75 per cent of the severe reading 
disability cases have emotional maladjustments#
In a study by Jackson,^ each of three hundred 
retarded and three hundred advanced readers were placed in 
one of six categories of personality according to teachers* 
judgments on a rating scale# The advanced readers were 
placed in the good or excellent categories a majority of 
the time. The retarded readers were placed in the average, 
sub-average, Introverted, or high-strung categories most 
of the time# Furthermore, when asked about their fears 
the retarded readers reported a statistically insignificant 
larger number of fears than did the advanced readers.
One technique of personality assessment which has 
been used to study the relationship between personality
and reading disability is the Rorschach ink-blot technique.
A3Gann, using this method, found that retarded readers, as 
compared with good readers, are;
(1) Emotionally less well adjusted and less stable.
^Joseph Jackson, ”A Survey of Psychological, Social 
and Environmental Differences Between Advanced and Retarded 
Readers,” Journal of Genetic Psychology. 65:113-131, 
September, 1944•
^Edith Gann Reading Difficulty and Personality Or­
ganization (New York; Kings Crown Press',’"*1945), pp. 131-135.
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(2) Insecure and fearful in relation to emotionally 
challenging situations•
(3) Socially less adaptable in relation to the group.
Using the Rorschach technique along with other 
projective devices to study immature ego development as a 
factor in retarded ability to read, Barber^ found that 
immaturity of personality in the twenty-three pupils 
studied gave them a definite disadvantage in competition 
with other children. Anxiety about himself and insecurity 
with others were expressions of this immaturity and led to 
socio-personal goals appropriate only for much younger 
children.
Siegel used the Rorschach technique along with 
other tests and inventories and found that children with 
reading problems did not differ significantly in personality 
formation from children suffering from other problem be­
haviors such as enuresis, fears, and anxieties. Siegel 
observed, "Reading disability cases are not to be regarded 
as educational per se but as emotionally disturbed children 
who require appropriate therapy."^5
^Lucille K. Barber, "Immature Ego Development as a 
Factor in Retarded Ability To Read" (unpublished Doctoral 
dissertation University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
1952), p. 107.
^%ax Siegel, "The Personality Structure of Children 
with Reading Disabilities as compared with Children Pre­
senting Other Clinical Problems,» The Nervous Child. 
10:409-414, Nos. 3-4, 1954.
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46Bell suggests that reading is a "feminine task" 
in many families* This feminine identification with read­
ing creates a real hardship for the boy who is attempting 
to define and play the masculine role at a time when he is 
also being taught to read* Bell indicates that this 
"femininity" of reading further complicates the fact that 
the relationship between boys and their female teachers 
is a different one from that existing between girls and 
these teachers.
Missildine**’? studied the coercive elements in 
reading disability. Twenty of the thirty children in his 
study had coercive, perfectionistic, if not overtly 
hostile, parents* Four showed considerable sibling 
rivalry. Twenty-nine were classified as restless, in­
secure and anxious children. Each of them seemed to have 
some kind of disturbed relationship with someone in his 
family. "We shall do many of these children harm if we 
consider their reading disability the primary issue and 
fail to give their basic affect disturbances the important 
consideration due them," Missildine concludes.
**^John E. Bell, "Emotional Factors in the Treatment 
of Reading Difficulties," Journal of Consulting Psychology. 
9:125-131, May-June, 1945.
^ W .  H. Missildine, "The Emotional Background of 
Thirty Children with Reading Disabilities with Emphasis on 
Its Coercive Elements," The Nervous Child. 5:263-273,
July, 1946.
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In a study of thirty maladjusted children, Stewart 
attempted to describe the personalities of the inferior 
and of the superior readers in the group. Using standard­
ized tests of personality adjustment and both the Thematic 
Apperception Test and the Rorschach technique, Stewart 
drew the following conclusions:
(1) Personality maladjustment does influence the direction of reading achievement.
(2) No single personality trait is characteristic of all inferior or superior readers.
(3) Some general patterns of personality, such as introversion, do characterize the inferior reader.
W i k s e l l ^  noted that of all cases referred to the 
reading clinic at Stephens College, 50 per cent had 
emotional difficulties such as introversive behavior 
patterns, feelings of inferiority, immature personalities, 
broken drive, feelings of insecurity, and poor social 
adaptation. The majority of these college students in 
the referral group were reading at grade-seven level,
^Robert S. Stewart, "Personality Maladjustment 
and Reading Achievement" (unpublished Doctoral disser­tation, University of California, Berkeley, California, 
1947), p. 127.
^Wesley Wiksell, "The Relationship Between 
Reading Difficulties and Psychological Adjustment,"
Journal of Educational Research. 41:557-553, March, 1943.
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Mitchell'5® found that pupils in grade six who read 
most widely were also the most socially accepted pupils.
If it can be assumed that pupils who read widely have 
superior reading ability, then, reading ability may be 
said to be related to social acceptability.
Beck’s intensive study of longitudinal data on 152 
cases of elementary school pupils yielded the following 
findings:
(1) Emotional maladjustments pre-existed a child’s introduction to reading in all cases of slow readers 
who had emotional conflicts.
(2) Wot all slow readers were disturbed children.
(3) The slow readers had three times as many categories of symptoms of emotional maladjustment as 
did the fast readers.
(4) The fast and intermediate readers were not markedly maladjusted.
(5) Different patterns of maladjustment were found 
in the three groups.
(6) Three factors always present in fast readers were superior intelligence, fast growth pattern and 
emotional stability.
5®Mary Alice Mitchell, The Relationship of Reading 
to the Social Acceptability of Sixth Grade ChilHren, Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 953 (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1949), p. 44*
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(7) Compared with the other groups, the slow readers usually had lower mental ability, slower growth patterns and severe emotional conflicts.51
Page concluded:
The presence of any strong negative emotion (fear, anger, anxiety, resentment) disorganizes and grossly impairs the functioning efficiency of the individual. Especially affected is the child’s capacity to direct and concentrate attention. Since attention is an essential prerequisite for complex learning (such as reading), the emotionally disorganized child is a poor learner.52
Using the Rosenzweig Picture-Frustration Test as a 
projective personality test, Spache found that retarded 
readers appear more obviously cocky, especially with other 
children, less insightful, less apt to acknowledge or 
accept blame, and more likely to meet conflict with others 
head-on rather than to seek more peaceful solutions. Also 
they appeared less tolerant and acceptant and more aggres­
sive. "When he shows the common types of maladjustment 
described here, the retarded reader is a candidate for 
psychotherapy, rather than the common methods of remedial 
work, Spache concluded.
-^Harriet B. K. Beck, "Relationship of Emotional Factors in Early Childhood to Subsequent Growth and Achieve­ment in Reading" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Uni­
versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1951), p« 1S6.
52James D. Page, "Emotional Factors in Reading 
Disabilities," Education. 72:590-595, May, 1952.
53George D. Spache, "Personality Characteristics of
At}.; i o u »  J-y&f ojpx'AUg^
A number of experimental studies have been con­
ducted to explore the relationship between personality and 
reading achievement through manipulating one of these 
factors* The personality factor is usually manipulated by
Clmeans of some kind of psychotherapy. Axline studied a 
special reading group of thirty-seven second graders which 
was given non-directive therapy instead of remedial work in 
reading. Fifteen, or 40 per cent, of the group did not 
make the gains normally expected. Eight, or 22 per cent,
however, gained twelve or more months in reading ability.
55Redmount studied the effect of non-directive play 
therapy on the reading achievement of twenty-three pupils 
from eight to eighteen years of age. A Rorschach exami­
nation at the beginning of the experiment showed 67 per 
cent of the subjects severely maladjusted. After six 
weeks of non-directive play therapy 39 p©r cent had im­
proved in adjustment and 4& per cent had improved in reading 
ability.
^Virginia M. Axline, "Non-directive Therapy for 
Poor Readers,* Journal of Consulting Psychology. ±1:61-69, March-April, 1947.
^ R o b e r t  s. Redmount, "Description and Evaluation 
of a Corrective Program for Reading Disabilities," Journal 
of Educational Psychology. 391347-35^, October, ±94$.
In a study of eight retarded readers who were given
non-directive play therapy treatment for thirty days,
56Bills reported:
(1) Significant changes in reading ability 
occurred after the play therapy experience*
(2) Personal changes (in adjustment) may occur 
in non-directive play therapy in as little as six individual and three group play therapy sessions.
(3) There appears to be no common personality maladjustment present in this group of retarded 
readers•
Fisher has described a group psychotherapy experiment 
in which twelve retarded readers were given one hour of 
group therapy weekly for six months. Three hours weekly 
were spent in remedial reading instruction. The experi­
mental group made a mean gain of 11.5 months in reading 
achievement while the control group receiving no psycho­
therapy made a mean gain of only 3.25 months. Fisher 
concludes, "The psychotherapeutic relationship was an 
important factor in the correction of the reading dis­
abilities."^^
^Robert E. Bills, "Non-directive Play Therapy with 
Retarded Readers," Journal of Consulting Psychology. 
14:140-149, April, I§50-
^Bernard Fisher, "Group Therapy with Retarded 
Readers," Journal of Educational Psychology. 44:354-360, 
October, 1953.
30c t}Smith and others investigated the effect of 
remedial reading instruction on different personality 
types# Based on a standardized personality inventory, 
these two types were identified: the rigid, highly
organized and insensitive type called Type III and the 
fluid, disorganized and sensitive individual called Type 
IV. Each type was given remedial reading instruction in a 
highly organized directive type class situation and also 
in a loosely structured non-directive type of class. 
Statistical treatment of data disclosed that the fluid 
disorganized Type IV retarded reader made maximal gains in 
the well structured directive-type learning situation.
Ellis59 described an experiment in which reading 
achievement was manipulated and the effect of emotional 
disturbance on this variable was studied. In a remedial 
reading clas3 an emotional disturbance was measured and 
its correlation with reading gain was determined. A 
correlation coefficient of -.33 was obtained. This nega­
tive correlation, significant at the .01 level of confi­
dence, suggests a relationship between low emotional
5%, P. Smith, et al., "Reading Improvement as a Function of Student Personality and Teaching Method," 
Journal of Educational Psychology. 47:47-59, January,1956.
••^Albert Ellis, "Mental Hygiene Approach to Reading 
Disability," Journal of Consulting Psychology. 13:56-61, 
February, 1949.
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disturbance and large gains in reading in a remedial 
class.
II. STUDIES USING THE MENTAL HEALTH ANALYSIS
The Mental Health Analysis, the inventory used to 
assess mental health status in the present study, was 
published in 191+6. Several studies have employed the MHA. 
The remainder of this chapter deals with some of the 
research in which this instrument has been used.
Baron attempted to determine the nature of the 
relationship between mental health and a pupil’s ac­
ceptance or rejection by his classmates. Analysis of the 
scores on the Mental Health Analysis and a sociometric
test of 443 elementary pupils disclosed that the MHA
60scores did significantly predict sociometric status.
61Hood and others, in a study of cerebral palsied 
children, administered the Mental Health Analysis to the 
parents of these children. Their scores did not differ 
significantly from the norms.
^R. B. D. Baron, "Mental Health Factors Associated with Social Acceptance and Social Rejection" (unpublished 
Doctoral dissertation, University of Southern California, 
Los Angeles, 1948), p. 150-157*
6lPhilip N. Hood, et al., "Environmental Factors in Relation to the Speech of Cerebral Palsied Children," 
Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders,. 131325-331, "December,
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Reed^2 used the Mental Health Analysis in a study 
of relationships between amount of reading done and 
personality. He found that the upper fourth of children 
on the MHA were three times more accurate in listing 
books they had supposedly read.
A large and comprehensive study of the mental 
health status of a whole county population by Hunter^ 
presents additional data on the Mental Health Analysis.
In a survey of 2,372 white and colored residents of a 
South Carolina county, he administered the inventory to 
school children and adults. The study shows an average 
percentile rank of 59 for the total score. There were no 
significant sex differences in scores.
Bedoian^ studied mental health status of pupils 
as related to "ageness" and "acceptedness" in the classroom,
^2Charles H. Reed, “Interrelationships of Various Measures of Personality and Reading in Two Sixth Grade 
Classes" (unpublished Master's thesis, University of 
California, Berkeley, California, 1948), p. 107.
^E. C. Hunter, "A Summary of Mental Health Survey of Spartanburg County, Spartanburg, South Carolina,"
Journal of Experimental Education. 17:294-305, December, 
I$>4$.
^^Vagharsh H. Bedoian, "Sociometric Status and Mental Health of Overage and Underage Pupils in the Sixth 
Grade" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of 
Southern California, Los Angeles, 1950), p. 162.
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Through the Mental Health Analysis he was able to report 
the following findings:
(1) Under-age and at-age pupils appear to have better mental health than over-age pupils.
(2) Socially over-accepted pupils possess better mental health than under-accepted pupils.
(3) The four highest "stars of attraction" in each 
group had higher mental health scores than did the 
remainder of the group.
Cramer^ applied the Mental Health Analysis to the 
study of economically privileged children attending an 
exclusive private school. The forty-nine pupils studied 
had MHA scores at or very near the median of the normative 
population.
Employing the Mental Health Analysis in the study 
of hard-of-hearing pupils, Albright^ studied 317 cases 
aged nine to twenty-one. His findings indicated that 
hard-of-hearing pupils have a lower mean MHA score than 
the normative population.
6%. Ward Cramer, "The Mental Health of Forty-nine Economically Privileged Pupils," Journal of Educational 
Sociology. 24:93-103, October, 1950*
Arline Albright, "Mental Health of Children 
with Hearing Impairments," Journal of the Exceptional 
Child. 19:107-113, 124, December, 1^52.
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Greenblatt^? used the Mental Health Analysis to 
test the hypothesis that children seated according to 
mental health status would improve more in mental health 
during the school year than those seated with no regard 
for mental health status* The data gathered on two 
classes of thirty-two and thirty-three pupils did not show 
any significant differences in mental health improvement 
between the two methods of seating*
In a validation study of a method of measuring 
social adjustment, Fox and Segel^ used the Mental Health 
Analysis to establish mental health status. Through a 
correlation technique it was shown that for this sample 
there was practically no relationship between MHA score 
and a score on a choice-of-friends-type social adjustment 
score.
L. Greenblatt, "Two Additional Studies in the 
Dynamics of School Social Structure of Classroom Seating and School Dances," Journal of Educational Research. 
47:261-270, December, 3^53*
6%illiam H. Fox and David Segel, "The Validity of 
the Choice of Friends Method of Measuring Social Adjust­
ment," Journal of Educational Research, 47:3^9-394, 
January, 1954".
CHAPTER III
METHOD USED IN THE STUDY
The literature reviewed in Chapter II establishes 
the importance of personality in the learning process.
Master teachers have always recognized the need to con­
sider the learner’s hopes, fears, emotions and attitudes.
In recent years, however, the absolute necessity for the 
study of children as total personalities has been re­
peatedly expressed.
It is the purpose of this chapter to present the 
techniques, procedures and standardized instruments used 
in this study in the hope that this information will be 
of help to other teachers in understanding children. No 
technique or instrument has been employed in this research 
which could not be used by the average classroom teacher.
I. SELECTION OF THE POPULATION FOR STUDY
With the full cooperation of the instructional and 
guidance staff in the East Baton Rouge Parish School Board 
office, twenty-nine elementary schools in the parish were 
selected. This group of schools included all of the white 
elementary schools having one or more fifth-grade sections. 
Using all of these schools insured a population representing 
all socioeconomic classes.
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In order to minimize the influence of other variables 
which might be related to mental health status, an attempt 
was made to secure some measure of homogeneity in the 
group studied. Homogeneity was increased by establishing 
criteria for the group based on four pupil variables: 
actual grade placement, tested reading grade level, I. Q. 
and physical disabilities.
These criteria were:
(1) The actual grade placement criterion was grade
five •
(2) The reading retardation criterion was a tested 
reading comprehension grade level of 3.5 or below.
(3) The I. Q. criterion was £6 or above.
(k) No pupils were included who had physical 
disabilities which would, in the teacher’s judgment, 
affect reading.
The population selected for study, then, was com­
posed of all grade five pupils in white public elementary 
schools in Baton Rouge who had (1) reading grade scores 
of 3.5 and below, with (2) I. Q.’s of 36 and above and 
with (3) no known physical disabilities.
II. STANDARDIZED TESTS AND INVENTORIES USED
In selecting pupils for study, two standardized 
tests were used. In assessing mental health status, a
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standardized adjustment inventory was used* All pupils in 
fifth grade classes were asked to respond to a sociometric 
device.
Los Angeles Elementary Reading Test. This test is
a survey-type reading achievement test* It is composed of
forty-five items designed to test ability in seven reading
skills. It has been compared with the Ingraham-Clark
Reading Test. Hew Stanford Reading Test. Gates Silent
Reading Test. Sangren-Woody Reading Te3t and the Detroit
Reading Test III and has been shown to have comparable
norms.1 The reliability of the LAERT was given as .S3
for a single grade range using the Spearman-Brown corrected
2split-half method.
This test has been commended for the care used in
selecting items and obtaining data on the effectiveness of
3the test. Another factor which influenced the selection 
of this instrument was the need for a test which had not 
been used in these schools recently. The administration 
of achievement test batteries in all schools in early
1Jesse E. Ingraham, Manual of Directions. Los 
Angeles Elementary Reading Test (Los Angeles: California
Test bureau, 1931J, pp. 2-3.
2Ibid.
3Henry P. Smith, Fourth Mental Measurements Year­book ed. Oscar K. Buros (Highland Park, Hew Jersey! The 
Gryphon Press, 1953), p. 542. .
3d
October ruled out several reading tests. Finally, this 
test requires only thirty minutes for administration and 
approximately three minutes for scoring.
California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity (1957 
Edition). This is an instrument for appraising mental
Ldevelopment or capacity, according to the manual. The 
short-form test is part of a larger edition called the 
California Test of Mental Maturity. Like the parent test 
the short-form samples mental processes in four areas: 
spatial relationships, logical reasoning, numerical 
reasoning and verbal concepts. Also, like the parent test 
the short form yields three I. Q. scores: Language I. Q.,
Non-language I. Q. and the Total I. Q. _
The CS-FTMM contains 140 items and is divided into 
seven timed tests. The actual testing time is forty-seven 
minutes. Scoring requires approximately seven minutes.
The reliability of the test was given in the manual 
as .dd for a single grade range computed by the Kuder- 
Richardson formula 21.^ Validity of the CS-FTMM was 
established in the manual^* on the basis of correlations
^•Elisabeth T, Sullivan, Willis W. Clark and Ernest 
W. Tiegs. Manual. California Short-Form Test of Mental 




between the complete California Test of Mental Maturity 
and the Stanford Binet of .S3 and between the short-form 
test and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 
of .77.
The excellence of the California Test of Mental
Maturity as a group instrument for use with retarded
7 Breaders is described in an article by Nolan.7 Strang 
has warned against the dangers involved in using a highly 
verbal intelligence test with retarded readers. In view 
of this, the CS-FTMM, a test in which non-language items
9account for fifty-two per cent of the total score variance, 
was selected as a screening test of intelligence.
Mental Health Analysis. The standardized inventory 
used in assessing the mental health status of the pupils 
in this study was the Mental Health Analysis. ̂  This 
instrument is designed as a paper and pencil test for 
identifying mental health difficulties. It is composed
^Esther G. Nolan, "Reading Difficulty Versus Low Mentality," California Journal of Secondary Education. 
17:34-39, January, 1942.
^Ruth Strang, "Relationship Between Certain Aspects 
of Intelligence and Certain Aspects of Reading," Edu­
cational and Psychological Measurement. 3:355-359. Winter. 
1943'.
^Sullivan, jst al., loc. cit.
^See Appendix.
of 200 items to be responded to in a Myesn or nnon 
fashion# There are five categories called Liabilities and 
five categories called Assets. The Liabilities are:
(A) Behavioral Immaturity, (B) Emotional Instability,
{G) Feelings of Inadequacy, (D) Physical Defects and 
(E) Nervous Manifestations# The Assets are: (A) Close
Personal Relationships, (B) Inter-Personal Skill, (C) Social 
Participation, (D) Satisfying Work and Recreation and (E)
Ofc
Adequate Outlook and Goals.
In spite of the usual low reliability coefficients
of most tests of feelings, convictions and modes of
behavior, the MHA manual reports a Kuder-Rlchardson formula
reliability based on a multi-grade population of .954 for
the total score.1'1'
Validity of the MHA is discussed in the manual as
it relates to item selection, mental health categories,
item disguise, and limitations of the inventory. While no
statistical evidence of validity is given, the techniques
of item construction and selection described indicate
12adequate item and construct validity.
*^Louis P# Thorpe and Willis W. Clark, Manual of 
Directions. Mental Health Analysis (Los Angeles: California
Test Bureau,1 1946), p# 4*
l2Ibid.
The major limitation discussed in the manual is 
that of language ability variation in subjects. The 
manual does, however, indicate that the language used in 
the inventory has been controlled by the Lewerenz Vocabu­
lary Grade Placement Formula and kept well below the level 
of those using the instrument. As a further attempt to 
control the factor of reading ability, the items were 
presented orally to all pupils in the study. The oral 
presentation of the inventory did not appear to have 
affected the reliability of the MHA. The Kuder-Richardson 
reliability coefficient for the MHA based upon the oral 
administration of the items to seventy-two fifth grade 
subjects was .SS. A difference of .074 between the oral 
reliability and the regular reliability may be explained 
by the use of a single grade population.
The Mental Health Analysis given orally requires 
approximately forty-five minutes for administration and 
ten minutes for scoring.
Sociometric rating device. Every fifth grade class 
was asked to respond to a single item sociometric rating 
device. The item was given orally by the writer to the 
entire class as follows: ”1 would like for you to use
your imaginations. Imagine that your teacher has said 
that she is going to rearrange the seating in the room.
k2
She has said that each of you will be allowed to choose 
whom you would like to sit next to you* Think about it 
for a moment. Now, taking all things into consideration, 
decide whom you would choose to sit nearest you and write 
their names on the card which X gave you."
These cards were assumed to contain evidence 
indicative of the accepting behavior (number of classmates 
listed by each pupil) and the degree to which a pupil is 
accepted (number of times he was listed by other pupils).
III. PROCEDURE
Permission was given by the Superintendent and 
Director of Instruction of the East Baton Rouge Parish 
Schools for a study to be made of retarded readers in the 
fifth grade. A letter of introduction was written which 
requested full cooperation from all principals and teachers 
concerned•
During the early part of November a preliminary 
visit was made to each of the twenty-nine schools to be 
used. The plan of the study was outlined to the principal 
and to the teachers of grade five classes. Each teacher 
was given an information sheet describing the type of 
pupils desired for study. She was then given a mimeo­
graphed form on which to list those pupils in her group
who were retarded in reading compared with fifth grade 
norms• She was asked to use her judgment as well as the 
results of the achievement batteries which are given in 
all Baton Rouge Schools early in the year. The teacher 
was requested not to include any obviously handicapped 
children. A stamped self-addressed envelope was provided 
for returning these lists of retarded readers to the 
writer.
While on this preliminary visit to the schools, the 
writer administered the sociometric rating device to the 
pupils. These cards not only provided sociometric infor­
mation but a complete roll of pupils in all sixty-three 
class groups.
Early in December the writer began his second round 
of visits to the schools. The Los Angeles Elementary 
Reading Test and the Galifornia Short-Form Test of Mental 
Maturity were given to those pupils who had been listed by 
the teachers on the preliminary screening lists. The 
tests were given in small groups. From the results of 
these tests the selection of cases for study was completed 
It should be noted that the application of the criteria 
for the final selection of pupils with reading disability 
but normal intelligence was based on two tests of reading 
ability, at least one mental ability test, and the teacher 
judgment.
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Each pupil identified as a retarded reader of 
normal ability was interviewed by the writer (See Appendix 
A)* In addition to the structured interview the Mental 
Health Analysis was administered orally.
As many of the retarded readers* teachers as were 
available were interviewed concerning the pupils* mental 
health (See Appendix B). Also the permanent record 
folders of the pupils were examined for pertinent data.
One grade five pupil in each school was selected by 
lot from the pupils the teachers identified as reading at 
the high fifth or low sixth grade level. These pupils 
were also given the Mental Health Analysis as an oral 
inventory of mental health status. The performance of 
these average readers on the MHA was used as a means of 
comparing mental health of retarded and average readers.
The data gathered in the above described procedure 
were analyzed and this analysis is presented in Chapter IV 
of this report in order to provide answers to the questions 
posed in Chapter I, The Problem.
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of the cases came from Areas X and II, whose population is 
made up largely of families of lower socioeconomic status.
TABLE I
RETARDED READERS IDENTIFIED IN THREE AREAS OF BATON ROUGE
Area Bogs Girls N Total %
I 15 4 19 44.2
II 17 5 22 51.2
III 2 0 2 4.6
Total 34 9 43 100.0
In Table II is given the occupational status"*- of 
the fathers of the retarded readers. The large number o? 
fathers in the skilled and semi-skilled occupations would 
be expected in any group of pupils selected from the areas 
indicated in Table I.
^Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Vol. XI, Occupational Classifications (Washington; United States Government Printing office, 1949)•
CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
X. DESCRIPTION OF THE POPULATION
The pupils selected for study in this investigation 
were fifth-grade children of average or above average 
mental ability who were two or more grades retarded in 
reading achievement, The method of selection and the 
standardized tests used were described in Chapter III*
The group of forty-three pupils who made up the 
population of the study was composed of thirty-four boys 
and nine girls* This ratio of boys to girls among retarded 
readers is consistent with other research findings*
These forty-three children identified as subjects 
for the study came from only sixteen of the twenty-nine 
schools surveyed. In Table I is presented the number of 
boys and girls identified as retarded readers in the three 
areas of the city* Area I is composed of nine elementary 
schools in the industrial area of Baton Rouge; Area II 
includes the ten elementary schools in the business and 
older residential area; and Area III comprises the ten 
elementary schools located in the residential area nearest 
the University. In Table I it is shown that 95*4 per cent
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TABLE II
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS OF FATHER OF THE RETARDED READERS
Major Occupational Group N
1. Professional and managerial 12. Clerical and sales 7
3. Service 1
4. Agricultural, fishery, etc. 05* Skilled 196. Semi-skilled 10
7. Unskilled 38. Father not living with family 2
Total 43
Tiiis group of pupils was slightly older chronologi­
cally than the normal age for fifth graders. In Table III 
the mean age of girls in this group is seen to be only one 
month below that of the boys.
In Tables IV, V and VI are shown the distributions 
of the retarded-reader group on Language I. Q., Non­
language I. Q. and Total I, Q., as measured by the 
California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity. It will be 
noted that this group scored lowest in the Language I. Q. 
parts of the test, as expected. Their performance on the 
Non-language items, however, brought the Total I. Q. up to 
a mean of 93.2. Consistent with research findings on
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TABLE III
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, IN MONTHS, OF THE RETARDED READERS
Age Boys Girls Total
146-150 2 2
141-145 3 2 5136-140 6 1 7131-135 6 6126-130 4 2 6121-125 10 4 14116-120 3 3
Total 34 9 43Mean Age 131.4 130.4 131.2
LANGUAGE
TABLE IV
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF THE RETARDED READERS




101-105 1 1 296-100 4 1 591- 95 6 2 336- 90 3 4 731- 35 9 1 1076- 30 5 571- 75 4 466- 70 1 1
Total 34 9 43Mean I. Q.®s 36.2 91.0 37.2
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TABLE V
NON-LANGUAGE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF THE RETARDED READERS
Non-Language I* Q. Boys Girls Total
121-125 1 1116-120 1 1
111-115 5 5106-110 4 4101-105 10 1 1196-100 5 1 6
91- 95 4 586- 90 1 ’ 4 581- 85 2 376- 80 1 1
71- 75 1 1
Total 34 9 43Mean NL I. Q.*s 101.7 89.1 99.1
TABLE VI
TOTAL INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF THE RETARDED READERS
Total I. Q. Boys Girls Total
111-115 1 1106-110 2 2
101-105 2 296-100 5 591- 95 9 3 1286- 90 15 6 21
Total 34 9 43Mean Total I. Q.*s 93.97 90.2 93.2
primary mental abilities, the boys were ranch higher in 
Non-language I, Q. ®s and the girls were slightly superior 
in the Language I. Q. *s.
In Table VII the tested reading grade levels for 
the retarded readers may be seen. The large number of 
cases at the 3.4-3*5 interval is explained by the fact 
that this is the cut point for selection of cases. The 
boys in the group had a mean reading grade level of 3*2, 
the group mean, and the girls were only slightly higher 
with a grade level of 3.3.
TABLE VII
TESTED READING GRADE LEVELS GF THE RETARDED READERS
Reading Grade Level Boys Girls Total
3.4-3.5 17 5 223.2-3.3 5 1 63.0-3.1 5 2 72.$-2.9 4 42.6-2.7 1 1 22.4-2.5 1 1
2.2-2.3 1 1
Total 34 9 43Mean Reading Grades 3.2 3.3 3.2
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XI• MENTAL HEALTH STATUS OF THE RETARDED READERS
Information relating to the mental health status of 
these retarded readers was gathered in three ways: (1) by
interviews with the pupils themselves, (2) by interviews 
with the pupil*s teachers, and (3) by use of a simple 
sociometric rating device.
Pupil Interviews. Each pupil selected for study 
was interviewed by the investigator. The pupils were 
encouraged to talk freely although the interview was some­
what structured. Appendix A shows the general pattern of 
questions asked. Nearly all of the children interviewed 
seemed to be at ease and quite frank.
In Table VIII information is given about the 
retarded reader group and sibling relationships. Some 
research has suggested that ordinal position in the family 
and number of siblings may be related to mental health. 
Information presented in this table shows most of the 
families to be small. Only six of the children have no 
siblings at all. An interesting fact is that boys in this 
group were much more often the youngest child or an only 
ehild than were girls.
In Tables IX and X the retarded readers* attitudes 
toward school subjects are presented. The subjects
TABLE VIII
NUMBER OF SIBLINGS AND THEIR AGE RELATION TO THE RETARDED READERS
Number with Number with Number withNumber of siblings older siblings younger siblings older Total numberSiblings than subject than subject and younger of subjects
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
None 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1One 4 1 3 1 0 0 7 2Two 0 0 2 2 3 1 5 3Three 3 0 0 2 3 0 11 2Four 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 0Five 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1Six 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0Seven 0 0 0 o 1 0 1 . 0
Total 9 1 5 5 15 2 34 9
Total "youngest** Total "oldest" Total "middle" Total Cases = 43children" = 10 children"» “ 10 children" » 17




requiring the least reading ability were most often men­
tioned as subjects "liked best," Those subjects requiring 
much reading were most often mentioned as subjects "dis­
liked most," The frequency with which reading is mentioned 
as a cause of liking or disliking a subject is evidence of 
the important role of reading ability in pupils* attitudes.
TABLE IX
SUBJECTS LIKED BEST AND DISLIKED MOST BY RETARDED READERS



















*These totals do not equal the number of cases 
because some pupils mentioned two subjects as being "liked best" or "disliked most."
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TABLE X
COMMENTS OF RETARDED READERS ON SUBJECTS 
LIKED BEST IN SCHOOL
Arithmetic:
nI can do it better,"
"I like to do it.""When I was little I could do arithmetic,""It’s easier for me.""I just know it best.""You don’t have to read or spell in arithmetic.""It’s easier."
"Arithmetic is more easier."
"Easiest,""I do better in arithmetic."
"You don’t have to read in arithmetic.""It’s easier."
Art:




"It’s interesting to me.""The questions are hard and I like to figure things out." "I like to learn about my country."
"It’s interesting."
Science:
"It’s easier than other subjects."
"It’s interesting.""It’s just interesting."





"I make ’hundreds’ in it.""It helps you learn more words.” "I can just learn it.”
TABLE XI
COMMENTS OF RETARDED READERS ON SUBJECTS DISLIKED MOST IN SCHOOL
Arithmetic:
"I’m slow in it.”
"Arithmetic is too hard."
"It’s hard.”
" . . .  because my daddy is always getting after me on it."
"It’s a little hard."
Geography:
"It’s hard to read it.""It’s hard to learn.”"I just can’t read it.""I can’t hardly do it.""It’s kind of hard."
History:
"It’s so hard for me.""It’s hard.""The teacher gives us a study sheet and you don’t know how and then you fail on it.""I just can’t read it.”




"I can’t read silently very good.""It’s harder than anything else.""X don’t make so good on it.""I can’t get it.""I don’t know how; it’s the hardest thing I try to 
learn.""I don’t catch on to that stuff."
Spelling:
"I don’t do good in it."
"I don’t do very well.""I don’t like it."
"I don’t know how to spell many words.""I don’t like it."
"I have a lot of trouble with spelling.""I can’t spell good."
"I can’t seem to spell them words.""It’s hard for me."
Language:
"You have to learn all them words.""You see, reading is my problem."
Health:
"It’s all about what you should eat."
All of the children interviewed said that they 
liked their teachers. Some made statements such as, "If 
we make a mistake she will let us try again." and "She 
corrects me when I need it but she doesn’t scream at us."
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All of the statements suggested good working relations 
between these retarded readers and their teachers*
These pupils seemed also to feel accepted by their 
teachers* This is evidenced by thirty-nine pupils 
answering "yes" to the question, "Do you think your teacher 
likes you?" Four pupils said they just did not know. A 
typical comment on this question shows the fine relation­
ship between one pupil and his teacher: "X know she likes 
me; she comes at seven every morning to help me with my 
reading."
Mental Health Analysis. In each interview the 
pupil was asked to respond to each of the two hundred 
items on the Mental Health Analysis. These questions were 
asked orally and the interviewee marked his answers on an 
answer sheet. Care was exercised to secure as good rapport 
as possible. Any explanations requested of words and terms 
were given.
The items of the Mental Health Analysis are designed 
to elicit behavior indicative of ten aspects of mental 
health. Five of the aspects are called Liabilities: 
Behavioral Immaturity, Emotional Instability, Feelings of 
Inadequacy, Physical Defects and Hervous Manifestations.
The Assets are; Close Personal Relationships, Inter­
personal Skills, Social Participation, Satisfying Work and
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Recreation, and Adequate Outlook and Goals. The liabili­
ties items are so stated as to make a "no" answer indica­
tive of freedom from this liability and, therefore, 
desirable; the Assets are so stated as to make a "yes1* 
answer indicative of the possession of an asset and, 
therefore, desirable.
In Table XII are presented the eigfrt MHA items 
designed to detect Behavioral Immaturity to which 30 per 
cent or more of the retarded readers responded with "yes" 
answers. In Table I, Appendix C, all of the Behavioral 
Immaturity items and the group*s responses may be seen.
The immature individual has failed to develop 
emotional control and thinks primarily in terms of him­
self. His behavior is based on infantile ideas and 
desires and he attempts to solve problems by means of
sulking, crying, pouting, striking out at others or pre-
2tending to be ill.
This type of behavior is suggested by the "yes" 
answers to the questions presented in Table XII. "Making 
a fuss" when restrained from doing something one likes to 
do, feeling that it is necessary to take the "biggest
2I>ouis P. Thorpe and Willis W. Clark, The Manual of Directions. Mental Health Analysis (Los Angeles: California
Test Bureau, 1946), p. 3*
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TABLE XII
MENTAL HEALTH ANALYSIS ITEMS TO WHICH 30 PER CENT OR MOREGAVE ANSWERS INDICATING BEHAVIORAL IMMATURITY
No. Item N
ResponseYes
% N No %
26, Have you found that it pays to make a fuss when people try to stop you from doing the things you like? 13 30.2 30 69.8
54. Have you found that if you don’t do it first, someone else will usually take the biggest piece of pie or cake? 21 48.8 22 51.2
55. Do other peoples’ feelings often seem to be hurt by 
things you say? 13 30.2 30 69.8
80. Have you found that it pays to tell others right out about things you don’t like? 15 34.9 28 65.1
101. Does it pain you more when you get hurt than it does most other people? 17 39.5 26 60.5
126. No matter how hard it is, do you usually get people to pay attention to you? 18 41.9 25 58.1
155. Do you get along best if you pay little attention to other people’s feelings? 18 41.9 25 58.1
180. Have you found that you can often get out of trouble by stretching the truth a little? 25 58.1 18 41.9
piece of pie or cake" or someone else will get it, believ­
ing that other peoplest feelings are often hurt by things 
one says and thinking that it "pays** to speak out bluntly 
when things are not to one’s liking all are indications of 
this immaturity. Further, feeling that one’s own injuries 
are more painful than those of others, striving for at­
tention, thinking it best to "pay little attention19 to 
others* feelings, believing that one cannot depend on 
others, and feeling that "stretching the truth" is an 
effective way to get out of trouble are types of behavior 
which suggest immaturity among these pupils.
In Table XIII are presented those fourteen of the 
items on Emotional Instability, and the responses of the 
pupils, to which 30 per cent or more of the retarded 
readers gave "yes" answers. In Table II, Appendix C, all 
of the Emotional Instability items and the group’s responses 
are given.
The emotionally unstable individual is character­
istically sensitive, tense and given to excessive self­
concern. He may substitute the joy3 of a phantasy world 
for actual successes in life or develop one or mere 
physical symptoms in order to escape responsibility.
Quick to make excuses for failure, the emotionally
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TABLE XIII
MENTAL HEALTH ANALYSIS ITEMS TO WHICH 30 PER CENT OR MOREGATE ANSWERS INDICATING EMOTIONAL INSTABILITY
No. Item N
Response
Yes---% N No %
8. Are you often worried about things without knowing why? 29 67.4 14 32.6
31. Do you often feel as though something keeps you from doing things that you would like 
to do? 16 37.2 27 62.8
34. Do you often become so lost in your thoughts that you fail to notice the people around you? 18 41.9 25 58.1
82. Do you often feel unhappy without knowing why? 22 51.2 21 48.8
83. Are you often so busy with your own thoughts that you do not hear what other people say? 17 39.5 26 60.5
84. Do you feel better when you let other people know that you see their faults? 28 65.1 15 34.9
109. Do you find that it is hard for you to rest and take things easy? 19 44.2 24 55.8
110. Are you often worried about what is going to happen to 
you? 20 46.5 23 53.5
131. Have you often felt that you have more bad luck than 





~~~% N No %
135. Have you found that you some­times like and sometimes hate the same people? 13 30.2 30 69.#
157. Do you often feel that there is no use to keep on trying to do all the things people want you to do? 22 51.2 21 46.6
159. Have you found that there are very few people who are good 
friends for long? 26 60.5 17 39.5
160. Have you found ways of getting out of most of the things you do not like to do? 26 60.5 17 39.5
162. Does it usually take you a long time to get over it when you are not treated right? 19 44.2 24 55.6
unstable person will take advantage of those who will 
serve him.3
Emotionally unstable behavior is indicated by the 
affirmative answers to the items given in Table XIII. 
Almost three-fourths of the twenty items in this group
3Ibid.
received nyes" answers from 30 per cent or more of the 
study group. Worrying without cause, feeling restrained 
from doing things one enjoys, excessive day-dreaming, 
feeling unhappy without cause, liking to tell others of 
their faults, and finding it difficult to relax are some 
of the unstable emotional problems which received con­
siderable "yes* answers. Other items given in the table 
were those indicating that the subject felt he had more 
bad luck than most people, found he sometimes hated the 
people he liked at other times, felt that there was little 
use to try to meet the expectations of others, felt that 
few people were permanent friends, had found ways of 
avoiding things he did not like, and that it usually took 
him a long time to get over being angry at others. These 
responses tend to point out certain unstable emotional 
characteristics in this group.
In Table XIV are given sixteen of the items and the 
pupil responses to the items of the Mental Health Analysis 
which attempt to assess Feelings of Inadequacy. These 
sixteen items received nyesB answers, indicating feelings 
of inadequacy, from 30 per cent or more of the retarded 
readers. All of these items and the responses to them are 
listed in Table III of Appendix C.
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The person with feelings of inadequacy feels in­
ferior and incompetent. He usually feels that he is not 
well regarded by others and is often socially unsuccessful. 
Such a person is likely to feel left out of things in 
which he would like to participate and attributes this to 
his general unattractiveness and lack of ability.4
The items listed in Table XXV are evidence of some
feelings of inadequacy found in this group. These sixteen 
items suggest the following types of inferiority feelings:
(1) desiring younger children as playmates* (2) feeling 
that others get along in school better* (3) feeling that 
others do not value his work, (4) feeling that others 
think their ideas are better* (5) feeling that others 
think they are more attractive* (6) feeling that other 
people do not think they can depend on him* (7) feeling 
that he needs a great deal of help from his teacher*
($) feeling that most people are hard to get along with*
(9) feeling that other people do not think he is as
intelligent as he really is, (1G) feeling left out of 
things* (11) feeling that most people are selfish* (12) feel­
ing that other people get too much attention* (13) feeling a 




MENTAL HEALTH ANALYSIS ITEMS TO WHICH 30 PER CENT OR MOREGAVE ANSWERS INDIGATING FEELINGS OF INADEQUACY
No. Item N
Response
Yes% H No %
37. Do you usually have your best times with boys and girls who 
are younger than you? 27 62.8 16 37.2
40. Have you found that most pupils seem to get along in 
school better than you do? 19 44.2 24 55.8
62. D© people often say that you 
have not done your work as 
well as you should? 21 48.8 22 51.2
63. Do your classmates seem to think that their ideas are 
better than yours? 18 41.9 25 58.1
65. Do most of the other pupils seem to think they are better 
looking than you? 13 30.2 30 69.8
8$. Do many people make the 
mistake of thinking they cannot depend on you? 20 46.5 23 53.5
9°. Do you need a great deal of help from your teacher in 
order to do your best work 
in school? 27 62.8 16 37.2
112. Have you found that many people are hard to get 






% N Ho %
113. Do people often seem to think that you are not as bright as you really are? 14 32.6 29 67.3
137. Have you often felt that you were left out of things you would like to do? 21 48.8 22 51.2
138. Have you found that most people usually think about 
themselves and forget others? 18 41.9 25 58.1
139. Do you feel that most people manage to get more attention 
than they deserve? 15 34.9 28 65.1
163. Have you often felt that you need more courage than other people if you are to do well? 15 34.9 28 65.1
165. Have you found that it pays to tell people about the many 
things you have done? 34 79.1 9 20.9
187. Does it seem to you that most of your classmates are 
healthier than you are? 13 30.2 30 69.8
188. Does it seem to you that most of your friends can do things better than you can? 18 41.9 25 58.1
to tell people about things he has done, (15) feeling that 
his classmates are healthier than himself, and (16) feeling
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that others can do things better* These responses by 30 
to 79 per cent of these pupils suggest feelings of in­
adequacy and a general lack of confidence*
The group’s responses to the items of the MIA con­
cerning worry over Physical Defects may be found in Table 
IV of Appendix C. None of these questions received 30 
per cent or more **yesw answers, indicating little concern 
among the members of this group about real or imagined 
physical defects. The person who has a physical defect, 
or imagines he has one, is likely to feel inferior in 
comparison with others. It is usually not the defect 
per se which causes poor mental health but the feelings of 
restriction which may come in its wake*^
Three of the Physical Defect items did not receive 
a single wyesw answer. The other seventeen items received 
relatively few "yes" answers. This pattern of answering 
these questions on worrying over physical impairments 
indicates little concern among these pupils in this regard.
The questions and the retarded readers’ answers on 
some of the Nervous Manifestations items are given in 
Table XV. These fourteen items are the questions which 











23. Do you have a hard time going to sleep? 16 37.2 27 62.8
25. Do you often bite your fingernails? 25 58.1 18 41.9
46. Do you often have stomach aches? 20 46.5 23 53.5
50. Do you hum a great deal of the time? 15 34.9 28 65.1
72. Do you often have headaches? 19 44.2 24 55.8
96. Do you stutter some at times? 19 44.2 24 55.8
97. Do you find that you must squint your eyes a great deal? 15 34.9 28 65.1
99. Do you have a habit of tapping with your fingers? 17 39.5 26 60.5
100, Are you often bothered with eye strain? 19 44.2 24 55.8
124* Are you often troubled with bad dreams? 15 34.9 28 65.1
146. Do some of your musdes sometime tremble? 16 37.2 27 62.8





YesN % N No
150. Do you find that you are seldom hungry? 26 60.5 17 39.5
173. Do you often hear a buzzing sound in your ears? 13 30.2 30 69.S
more of the retarded readers. A complete list of the 
Nervous Manifestations items and the pupils* responses are 
in Table V of Appendix C. These items were designed to 
detect nervous symptoms, some of which manifest themselves 
in what appear to be physical disorders#
The individual experiencing emotional conflict may 
express this conflict through functional disorders such as 
eye strain, loss of appetite, inability to sleep, chronic 
weariness, or dizzy spells. Therefore, these manifes­
tations, as well as nail biting, stuttering, and constant
£restlessness, are symptomatic of poor mental health.
Affirmative answers to questions like these which 
ask if on© has a hard time going to sleep, whether one
6Ibid.
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bites his nails, whether one has stomach aches, and If one 
has headaches often indicate these nervous symptoms. 
Further, stuttering, eye squinting, tapping with the 
fingers, eye fatigue, bad dreams, trembling of muscles, 
catching cold easily, loss of appetite, and hearing 
buzzing sounds are all nervous manifestations reported by 
from 30 to 60 per cent of these children.
In Table XVI are presented two of the items 
designed to describe the Close Personal Relationships and 
the retarded readers* responses to these items. As stated 
above, "yes** answers to any of the five groups of MHA 
items called Assets are indicative of the possession of 
this mental health asset. Conversely, a "no" answer to 
one of these items indicates undesirable behavior insofar 
as mental health is concerned. Therefore, Table XVI 
contains the two items which received "no” answers from 
30 per cent or more of the retarded readers.
In Table VI, Appendix C, are presented all of the 
Close Personal Relationships items and the pupils* replies 
to them.
An individual who possesses this feeling of close 
personal relationships is usually one who has friends and 
relatives in whom he can confide, who show genuine respect 
for him, and who welcome his friendship. Such a person
TABLE XVI
MENTAL HEALTH ANALYSIS ITEMS TO WHICH 30 PER CENT OR MOREGAVE ANSWERS INDICATING POOR CLOSE PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
No. Item
ResponseYesN % N No —  %
30. Do you have a very good friend who will talk with you about 
your troubles? 29 67.4 14 32.6
79. Do the people at home often let you help decide what the family is going to do? 28 65*1 15 34.9
has the sense of security and well-being which comes with 
having status with those who mean something to his 
welfare.?
On only two of the questions relating to the quality 
of the subject’s personal relationships did 30 per cent or 
more of the pupils give undesirable answers. One of these 
inquiries asked if the subject had a good friend with whom 
he could talk about his troubles. Thirty-three per cent 
of the pupils said wno.w The other item inquired if the 
subject was allowed to help make family decisions.
7Ibid.
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Thirty-five per cent answered "no" to this question. The 
overall pattern of responses to these items indicate that 
these pupils have inter-personal relationships of a 
quality consistent with good mental health.
In Table XVII are presented seven items and the 
group responses to the items which relate to Inter- 
Personal Skills, These seven items are the questions on 
this part of the MHA to which 30 per cent or more of the 
retarded readers gave "no" answers, indicating a lack of 
skill in getting along with others. All of the items and 
proportions of pupils’ responses to these items are given 
in Table VII In Appendix C.
The person who possesses these inter-personal 
skills gets along well with other people because he under­
stands their motives and is solicitous of their welfare. 
This is the person who goes out of his way to be of as­
sistance to others. He Is tactful in his dealings with 
others and subdues egoistic tendencies in favor of the
oneeds and desires of his associates.
Only seven of the twenty Inter-Personal Skills 
items received "no" answers from 30 per cent or more of 




MENTAL HEALTH ANALYSIS ITEMS TO WHICH 30 PER CENT OR MOREGAVE ANSWERS INDICATING POOR INTER-PERSONAL SKILLS
No* Item N
ResnonseYes N No %
9. Do you know how to keep people from feeling bad when they make a mistake? 29 67.4 14 32.6
10* Do you keep from showing that you are bothered when you lose at games? 25 58.1 18 41.9
60. Can you often stop a quarrel without hurting peoples' 
feelings? 30 69.8 13 30.2
85. Is it easy for you to get your classmates to do what they should? 23 53.5 20 46.5
107. Have you found that it is best not to tell people what to do? 30 69.8 13 30.2
134. Do you usually keep from talking much about the things 
you know? 27 62.8 16 37.2
156. Do you find it better not to tell people about their faults? 25 58.1 18 41.9
things as knowing how to keep people from feeling bad when 
they make a mistake, being a ngood loser" at games, 
stopping quarrels without hurting peoples’ feelings,
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exercising leadership, being domineering with other chil­
dren, boasting about knowledge, and telling others of 
their faults. This relatively small number of questions 
receiving 30 per cent or more "no11 answers w^uld suggest 
that these pupils are fairly skillful in working and 
playing with others,
Four items on Social Participation vfaleh received 
30 per cent or more ttnow answers are shown in Table XVIII, 
All of the Social Participation items and their responses . 
may be found in Table VIII in Appendix C,
The socially well-adjusted person is one who takes 
part in a number of group activities in which mutuality 
and cooperation are in evidence. He likes the company of 
others and his willingness to contribute to group endeavors 
provides him with a sense of belonging which is mentally 
healthy.^
It is interesting to note that all of the items in 
Table XVIII have reference to social activities of an 
organized-group nature such as Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 
Campfire Girls, etc. However, the retarded readers appear 











36. Are you a member of a group that often does interesting 
things? 28 65.1 15 34.9
64* Bo you sometimes go camping or hiking with people of your own age? 20 46.5 23 53.5
86. Are you a member of Cubs* 
Scouts* Bluebirds* Girl 
Scouts* or some other similar group? 14 32.6 29 67.4
162. Are you a member of a boys* 
or girls* group that does 
interesting things? 22 51.2 21 48.8
In Table XIX are presented the seven Satisfying 
Work and Recreation items to which 30 per cent or more of 
the pupils gave nnon answers. All of the Satisfying Work 
and Recreation items are presented in Table IX of Appendix 0.
The mentally healthy individual experiences a feeling 
of success and satisfaction in his work whether it be seek* 
ing an education or an occupation for earning a living. He
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also has a variety of hobbies and other recreational ac­
tivities which provide a release from tension. These work 
and recreational activities satisfy a need for approval 
and provide a sense of achievement.^®
Only seven items in this section of the MHA 
received "no® responses from 30 per cent or more of the 
pupils. This would indicate adequate adjustment in this 
general area of mental health. However, it is interesting 
to note that the three items receiving the largest number 
of negative answers were questions relating to school, in 
general and to reading, in particular. These were Items 
20, 93> and 117.
The good relationship between retarded readers and 
their teachers was substantiated further by the responses 
to Item 67. Every pupil in this group said that they felt 
that teachers usually treated pupils fairly.
The items and the responses to five of the items on 
Adequate Outlook and Goals are presented in Table XX.
These are the items to which 30 per cent or more of the 
group gave nno” answers* In Table X, Appendix C, all 




MENTAL HEALTH ANALYSIS ITEMS TO WHICH 30 PER CENT OR MORE GAVE ANSWERS INDICATING A LACK OF SATISFYING WORK AND RECREATION
No. Item N
ResoonseYes
% N No %
20. Do you spend more time than you like to on your school work? 21 4$.8 22 51.2
44* When you play, do you like to play hard? 27 62.8 16 37.2
93* Do you think that you are doing well in school? 26 60.5 17 39.5
94* Do you usually feel good after you have worked or played hard? 30 69.8 13 30.2
117. Do you spend part of your time reading about pets and other animals? 16 37.2 27 62.8
141. When you work, do you like to work hard? 29 67.4 14 32.6
194. Do you like to spend part of your time making boats, air­planes, or other things? 27 62.8 16 37.2
The mentally healthy individual has a satisfying 
philosophy of life which guides his behavior# He under­
stands his environment and the cause and effect relationships
n
TABLE XX






73. Do you believe that what people do is more important 
than who they are? 22 51.2 21 48.8
121. Should people suffer when they do wrong? 19 44.2 24 55.8
122. Do you believe that being 
happy depends moire on what you do than on what others do for 
you? 23 53.5 20 46.5
149. Is it wrong to take things you need very much if you are sure you wonft get caught? 20 46.5 23 53.5
200. Do you believe that most people spend too little time playing? 15 34.9 28 65.1
which shape his destiny* He will, therefore, establish 
approved personal goals and make reasonable progress 
toward their attainment.^
13-Ibid
The pattern of response to these items, as a whole, 
suggests that these retarded readers have adequate out­
looks and goals for the future. However, the responses to 
the items in Table XX are interesting reversals of this 
pattern. These items receiving "no" responses from 30 per 
cent or more of the pupils dealt with the relative im­
portance of who a person is and what he does; punishment 
for wrong-doers; dependence on others for happiness; 
stealing; and the amount of time spent playing. It is 
interesting that 54 per cent replied "no" to the question, 
"Is it wrong to take things you need very much if you are 
sure you won*t get caught?"
In order to compare the scores of these pupils with 
the published norms for the Mental Health Analysis the 
percentile ranks are used. Table XXI shows the number of 
pupils in the retarded reader group who scored at each 
percentile rank according to the norm table in the manual. 
The median rank in each MHA score category is marked with 
an asterisk. This provides a comparison between this 
group of forty-three fifth-grade retarded readers and the 
normative population for the inventory, approximately one 
thousand elementary school pupils in grades four through 
eight and of all levels of reading achievement.
TABLE XXI










Close Personal Relationships 




1 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 99
3 3 3 5 1 *7 1 6 8 4 2
1 2 3 5 8 *3 2 1 7 6 1 3 1
3 2 6 1 1 7 *3 6 9 4 1
1 4 1 6 6 *10 15
2 4 4 9 *4 2 6 1 4 1 5 1
2 4 2 4 5 3 *2 3 8 6 3
4 2 3 4 3 *10 12
1 4 2 1 1 5 5 *4 8 7 5
1 4 3 5 5 *5 7 8 4
1 2 2 3 3 5 n 5 3
1 1 1 2 3 10 *7 11 5 2
1 2 3 1 4 4 5 *6 9 8
2 3 4 4 4 *9 4 9 4
5
1
^Indicates the median Percentile Rank on each MHA score*
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The present sample compares favorably with the 
normative population in overall mental health status.
This retarded reader group is slightly superior to the 
normative group in both Liabilities scores and Assets 
scores. In only two of the sub-scores. Emotional Insta­
bility and Nervous Manifestations, did the retarded 
reader group perform at a level below the 50th percentile 
on the norms.
Teacher Interviews. In addition to the Interviews 
with the retarded readers themselves, each retarded 
reader’s teacher was interviewed* Also, as many of the 
pupil’s former teachers as possible were interviewed. The 
general pattern of questions used in this interview may be 
seen in Appendix B.
The purpose of this interview was to obtain as much 
information as possible from the teachers concerning the 
mental health of the pupils being studied. The data 
gathered in this part of the study should not be considered 
as inequivocal fact but rather as representative of the 
t eachers’ judgment.
In Table XXII are listed the school subjects in 
which the teachers indicated the retarded readers had 
weaknesses. Naturally, reading and the subjects requiring 
some reading skill led the list.
TABLE XXII
HUMBER OF TEACHERS7 RESPOHSES TO THE QUESTION, 
"IN WHAT SUBJECTS WAS THIS PUPIL RETARDED?"
Subjects PresentTeachers FormerTeachers
Reading 6 1Reading and arithmetic 22 11Reading, arithmetic and spelling 3Reading, geography and history 2Reading and spelling 1Reading and writing 1 1All subjects 7 1All subjects except arithmetic 1
Total 43 14
The teachers were also asked If they could account 
for the pupil*s weakness. Table XXIII gives their responses 
to this question. A large number of the teachers inter­
viewed could not account for the retardation. In about a 
fourth of the cases the statements made by the teachers 
indicated factors directly related to mental health.
These are marked on the table with an asterisk*
In view of the importance of the home environment 
on school performance, each teacher was asked to comment 
on the home situation of his retarded reader* In Table XXIV
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TABLE XXIII
TEACHERS’ RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "GOULD YOU ACCOUNT FOR THIS PUPIL’S WEAKNESS IN SCHOOL WORK?"
Response Number
I cannot account for it 18Lack of ability 8Extremely slow in everything he does 2Moved around too much 2♦Spoiled at home 1♦Sent away from home by parents 1♦Overly dependent on others 2♦Adopted at age 2\ years 1♦Does not want to work in school 1Vision 1♦Immaturity 1♦Emotional upset at home 2♦Lack of interest in school 1Background In reading instruction 1Lack of application; he is a dreamer 1
Total 43
♦Related to mental health
are shown teacher comments on the home situations from 
which the subjects came. All important descriptive 
material was noted, and so there are more characterizations 
in the table than cases. The first twenty-one descriptive 
notes in the table are negative and may serve as deterrents 
to good mental health. Items twenty-two and twenty-three
TABLE XXIV
TEACHERS’ RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION, "HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE THE HOME SITUATION OF THIS PUPIL?"
Response Number
1. Father and mother separated 72. Several relatives living in the home 2
3. Mother considers the child "a problem” Father calls the child "stupid” 14. 15. Father extremely impatient with the child 16. Economically underprivileged 2
7. An "only” child 2S. Mother indulges child 2
9. Grandparents indulge child 210. Adopted child 1
11. Lower-class home 412. Mother works outside the home 5
13. Father considered "a demon" when he wentto the same school 1
14. Low educational level of parents 3
15. Parents show little interest in school workof child 116. Parents extremely defensive about child’sschool work 1
17. Father very strict with child 118. Brother in reform school 1
19. Sibling jealousy 120. Mother in very poor health 121. Grandmother very critical of child 122. Good middle class home 1423. Very religious family 1
Total 56
d5
were considered positive aids to mental health by the 
teachers•
The teachers were asked to rate the retarded readers 
as to how well they "got along with" their fellows. Table 
XXV gives these ratings. It is apparent that the teachers 
felt that these pupils as a group "got along** nicely with 
their schoolmates.
TABLE XXV





Not well at all 5Well only with younger children 1
Well only with children of lowsocioeconomic position 1
Total 43
Teachers* observations of the nervous habits or 
manifestations of retarded readers are given in Table XXVI. 
The majority of the teachers could not recall any nervous
TABLE XXVI
TEACHERS’ RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION «DO XOU RECALL 
ANY SPECIFIC NERVOUS HABIT OR MANIFESTATION?"
Response Number
None 26Fidgeting with something g
Facial tic or squint 4Nail biting 3Tapping with fingers 2Sniffing 1Coughing 1Daydreaming 1Short attention span 1
Total 47
habits of the pupils. It is interesting to note that 
nearly all of the nervous manifestations recalled were 
those which would tend to be disruptive in the classroom. 
Further, while 5&.1 per cent of the children themselves 
admitted to being nail biters, only three children were 
recalled by teachers as biting their nails.
In only four instances could teachers recall the 
retarded readers in their group expressing worry over physi­
cal defects. In all of these cases the teachers commented 
that they felt that these expressions of concern were used
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by the pupils as prestige- and sympathy-getting devices.
The small number of worries over physical defects recalled 
by the teachers is consistent with the group score on this 
part of the Mental Health Analysis.
When asked whether the retarded readerTs ambitions 
and those of his parents were realistic in terms of his 
abilities the teachers responded as follows: "yes" in
twenty-two cases, "no" in twelve cases and nine teachers 
said frankly that they did not know. Sight of the twelve 
teachers who indicated that the parents* expectations were 
unrealistic commented further that in their opinion this 
had affected the pupils* adjustment and mental health.
When the teachers were asked to make a general 
rating of the retarded readers* state of happiness, they 
rated twenty-nine of the pupils as "happy," and seven as 
"unhappy." Seven teachers declined to make such a rating.
Table XXVII is a compilation of statements made by 
teachers when asked in the interview if there was any 
comment they would like to make on these pupils. Most of 
the statements, those marked with the asterisk, show under­
standing of the pupil in terms of child development 
principles. Eight of the comments either attempted to fix 
blame for poor school work or were concerned with the way 
symptoms affected the teacher. On the whole these statements
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TABLE XXVII
TEACHERS * GENERAL COMMENTS ON RETARDED READERS
#"He seems so sensitive.”
*”He is embarrassed in the low reading group.”
*"The mother is very critical of the boy."
"He is in constant trouble both at school and with 
the police."
*"He is very sensitive.”
#”His mother has a nervous facial tic.”
*”Her mother keeps assuring me every time I see her that 
Sharon is quite happy at home. I wonder why."
"John and all his brothers and sisters were just slow 
in everything."
*"He tries very hard and seems disturbed when he can’t 
read.”
*"He has been told that if that bone infection gets worse 
he will have to have an operation.”
"He is better now, but still uses all kinds of bad 
language."
*"The family is very religious. The boy seems really 
worried about the controversy between the Bible 
and science."
*"He is somewhat immature."
"His mother blames the first and second grade teachers 
for his failure to read.”
"He has an older brother who does excellent school work,"
#"She told me she had a little brother. She doesn’t have. 
Then, recently, she told me her mother was expecting 
and she isn’t,"
*”He was on the football team and came to practice faith­
fully but never would play in a game. He seems 
immature,"
#"Her mother told me that nobody in their family could 
read very well.”
*"Tom doesn’t get along with his sister well. "Whenever 
she comes to the room they argue."
"His mother has bought all kinds of reading materials 
for him and even hired a tutor."
^«He would not dress in shorts to play basketball because 
of his religion."
*”He seems very immature."
*"His father had a ’nervous breakdown* last year."
*These statements seem to show understanding.
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TABLE XXVII (continued)
nI can’t understand it; his brother in the third grade 
is a good reader and such a sweet child.’1 
*"He attended five schools during his first two years 
in school.”
*"The boy seems to want attention.”
^"The mother said that all of her other children could 
read well.”
*”He seems so unhappy most of the time.”
*”He works so hard and seems very mature.”
#”116 loses himself in his day dreams."
*”This family just can’t accept having a child who is
so ’far below’ the other children in the neighborhood.” 
*”He has made great progress in adjusting to this school. 
Athletics and being a patrol boy have helped him."
"He seems to have the very devil in him.”
*"He is so immature emotionally.”
*"She couldn’t talk when she was adopted at two and a 
half. She didn’t talk for a year, but then started 
all at once.”
*”I couldn’t break the ’shell’ she had around her. I 
wonder if she really knows she is wanted and loved."
"He used such ’bad language.’"
"He seemed like a sweet boy."
#”He had scarlet fever when he was in the third grade."
*”He never mentioned his father like the other children 
did and his mother only came to the school once 
that year.”
*"He seemed to feel loved and secure with me but he 
fought with the other children constantly."
#"His mother kept him out of school on the least excuse.
He missed thirty-two days that year.”
*”I remember his telling his father that Mr. Smith, the 
coach, had beat him up. When the father came to 
school furious, the coach did not even remember ever 
seeing the child.”
^"He seems to have real ability. He builds radios and 
the like."
*"Tommy has told me how, sometimes, when walking home 
alone, he wants to fight so much that he just starts 
a fight with the first person he sees."
*These statements seem to show understanding
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show, on the part of the teacher, at least a desire to 
understand children and their learning difficulties.
III. COMPARISONS OF RETARDED READERS AND AVERAGE READERS
In considering the above data on the Mental Health 
Analysis the question of the significance of these data 
should be raised. That is, is the mean Mental Health 
Analysis score of the retarded reader group related to 
reading ability, or would any other sample of Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana, pupils score about the same on the inventory?
In order to answer this question, a comparison was made 
between the retarded readers* scores and the scores of a 
group of pupils whose reading ability was average. The 
same comparison was made on the sociometric data collected.
The comparison group. In each of the twenty-nine 
schools used in the study the teachers were asked to indicate 
those pupils whose reading test scores and everyday per­
formance indicated that they were reading at the upper 
fifth grade or low sixth grade level. One of these pupils 
was selected by lot from each school. The Mental Health 
Analysis was given orally to each of these just as it had 
been thb retarded readers. Thus, Mental Health Analysis 
responses were obtained for a group of twenty-nine pupils,
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eighteen boys and eleven girls of average reading ability. 
This group is referred to in the remainder of this dis­
cussion as the AH group while the retarded readers are 
referred to as the RR group.
Comparison of the groups on the sociometric data.
It was assumed that the degree to which a child is accepted 
by his classmates and the degree to which he accepts his 
classmates is related to his mental health status. How­
ever, in view of research evidence indicating that socio­
metric ratings bear little relation to scores on the Mental
12 13Health Analysis * it must be assumed further that the 
choice-of-friends type of sociometric ratings do not 
measure the same thing that the Mental Health Analysis 
measures. Fox, Segel and Greenblatt report correlations 
of only .25 and ,37 between sociometric ratings and MHA 
scores. Therefore, in order to present evidence on an 
aspect of mental health status of retarded readers not 
measured by the MHA, the following comparison was made.
12E. L. Greenblatt, "Relationship of Mental Health and Social Status,” Journal of Educational Research. 
44:193-204, November, 195(37
■^William H. Fox and David Segel, "The Validity of 
the Choice of Friends Method of Measuring Social Adjust­
ment,” Journal of Educational Research. 47:3^9-394,
J anuary, 1954*
As outlined earlier in the discussion of method 
used, all the pupils in each classroom included in the 
study were asked to respond to the question: "If seating
were to be rearranged, whom would you choose to sit nearest 
you?” The number of people chosen by each pupil is used 
as an index of "accepting" behavior. The number of times 
each pupil was chosen by his classmates is used as an 
indicator of the degree to which the pupil is accepted by 
his classmates* In Table XXVIII these data are presented 
for the HR group and in Table XXIX for the AH group. Nine 
RRfs were not chosen by any of their classmates* All AR*s 
were chosen two or more times.
The mean number of choices made by the AR group,
4*6, compared to the same mean for the RR group, 3.3, 
indicates that the average readers made more choices on 
the sociometric device.
Further, the mean number of times the pupils in the 
AR group were chosen, 4.6, is larger than the same mean for 
the RR group, 2.0. This would suggest that in these groups 
the average readers were more often chosen as friends than 
were retarded readers.
However, these apparent differences between AR and 
RR group means on these two socioraetric ratings could be 
due to chance. The t ratio was used as a test of statistical
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TABLE XXVIII
SOCIOMETRIC CHOICES OF THE RETARDED READER GROUP
Case
Number of classmates 
chosen on the sociometric 
device by each subject
Number of times each 
subject was chosen by 
his classmates on the 
sociometric device
la* 4 13a 3 73b 2 0
4s 4 06a 5 26b absent 2
6c 5 46d 2 1
6s 6 1




9s 4 010a 1 ■ 0




^Numbers refer to school In which the case was 




Number of classmates Number of times each
Case chosen on the sociometric subject was chosen by-




IBs 3 221a 3 221b 6 321s 3 32lt 3 0
26a 1 0
29a 4 029b 1 1
29c 3 529d 4 4
N = 39 N - 41M = 3.3 M = 2.0
^Numbers refer to school in which the case was
found. Cases a, bf c, d or e are boys; cases s or t are
girls.
significance to determine the probability that these
differences were due to chance.
The formula t =
kxk2 (N-2) (M!-M2): 
N(£x,2 + £ x  2 )
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TABLE XXIX
SOCIOMETRIC CHOICES OF THE AVERAGE READER GROUP
Case Number of classmates chosen on the sociometric device by each subject
Number of times each subject was chosen by his classmates on the sociometric device
la* 8 22a 6 43a 6 5^a 3 35s 3 106s 2 27a 5 118s 10 39a 6 910s 4 611a 4 712a 5 213a 4 014a 3 015s 4 316s 3 1217s 4 618s 4 319s 3 720a 4 821a 5 222a 2 223s 10 224a 3 125s 4 026a 3 427a 5 1228a 6 129a 5 7
N - 29 N « 29M = 4.6 M « 4.6
♦Numbers refer to school In which the case was 
found. Cases marked "aw are boys; cases marked ”stt are 
girls.
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was used to test the following null hypothesis: Both of
these groups of choices represent a single homogeneous 
population and the true differences between means are 
zero.^
The criterion to be used in evaluating the sig­
nificance of the t, ratios was set at .05 for this study* 
Thus, if the t ratio indicates that a given difference was 
likely to occur five times or less in one hundred random 
samples the null hypothesis was rejected. Conversely, if 
the t ratio indicates that a given difference might occur 
more than five times in one hundred random samples the 
null hypothesis was not rejected.
When the t ratios indicate significance at the .05, 
.02 or *01 levels and the null hypothesis is rejected this 
suggests that apparent differences are real ones. Failure 
to reject the null hypothesis because of significance 
levels above .05 suggests that apparent differences between 
means are chance differences rather than systematic ones.
The t test was applied to the difference between 
the mean number of classmates chosen on the sociometric 
device by the AR group and the RR group. The results of
■^Janies E. Wert, Charles I. Neidt and J. S. Ahmann, 
Statistical Methods in Educational and Psychological 
Research tljew York: “Xppleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1954)»
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this statistical test are given in Table XXX. The differ­
ence of 1*3 between means favors the AR group and is 
significant beyond the .01 level. This suggests that the 
average readers, as a group, are more accepting of their 
classmates than are the retarded readers.
Table XXX also contains the results of the appli­
cation of the t„test to the difference between the mean 
number of times pupils in these two groups were chosen by 
their classmates on the soeiometric device. This differ­
ence of 2.6 between means favors the AR group also and is 
significant beyond the .001 level. There is little room 
for doubt, in view of this high level of significance, 
that the average readers, as a group, are accepted to a 
greater extent by their classmates than are the retarded 
readers.
Of course, no cause-effect conclusions should be 
drawn from this evidence. However, these differences in 
the sociometric rating of average and retarded readers 
appear to be real differences.
In Table XXXI a comparison is given between the 
number of times an RR pupil was chosen and his own con­
ception of how well he is liked by his peers. It is 
interesting to note that the only two pupils who said that
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TABLE XXX
COMPARISONS OF THE AS GROUP AND THE RR GROUF ON THE SOCIOMETRIC DATA
Sociometric Data GroupMeans Differ­ence in t Ratio
Signifi­
canceAR RR Means Level
Number of classmates chosen on the 
sociometric device by each subject 4*8 3.3 1.3 3.31 .01
Number of times each subject was chosen 
by his classmates on th® sociometric
device- 4*6 2,0 2,6 3.97 .001
they did not feel that most of their classmates liked the* 
were chosen as friends quite frequently* A boy (Case 3a) 
who answered "no” to this interview question was chosen by 
more of his classmates than any other RR pupil* Another 
boy (Case 8a) was chosen four times, which is well above 
the mean*
Comparison of the groups on the Mental Health 
Analysis data. As stated above, it is possible that the 
Mental Health Analysis Liabilities and Assets assigned to 
the retarded readers in section II of this chapter would
TABLE XXXI
NUMBER OF TIMES SUBJECTS WERE CHOSEN ON THE SOCIOMETRIC 
DEVICE AND THEIR RESPONSE TO THE QUESTION, "DO YOU THINK MOST OF YOUR CLASSMATES LIKE YOU?"
Case Number of times subjects were chosen Question Response Yes No I don’t know
la 1 X3a 7 X
3b 0 X4s 0 X6a 2 X6b 2 X6c 4 X6d 1 X6s 1 X7a 1 X7b 2 X8a 4 X8b 1 X8c new student X
9a 3 X9s 0 X10a 0 X12a 1 X12s 0 X13a . 4 X13b 4 X13c 3 X15a 0 X16a 3 X16b 2 X16c 1 X16s 2 XI6t 1 X18a 6 X18b 2 X18c 3 X18d 1 X18e new student X
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TABLE XXXI (continued)
Number of times Question ResponseCase subjects were chosen Yes No I don’t know
IBs 2 X21a 2 X21b 3 X21s 3 X21t 0 X26a 0 X
29a 0 X29b 1 X29c 5 X29d 4 X
Total 31 2 10
apply to any sample of pupils in Baton Rouge, Louisiana* 
In order to check this possibility, comparisons were made 
of the mean Mental Health Analysis scores of the AR group 
and the RR group. The following null hypothesis was 
tested: The pupils in the AR and RR groups were drawn
at random from a normally distributed homogeneous popu­
lation and true differences between mean MHA scores are 
zero.
If this hypothesis is true, the actual differences 
appearing between the means of the two groups on the 
various MHA scores are due to chance errors of sampling.
1G1
Conversely, if this hypothesis is false, the actual differ­
ences probably are real ones.
In order to ascertain the degree of confidence with 
which the null hypothesis may be rejected, t was calculated 
from the formula given above for each of the thirteen MHA 
scores.
In Table XXXII are presented the results of apply­
ing the t, test to the differences in means of the two 
groups on each of the ten sub-scores, on the two part 
scores, and on the Total MHA score. Each of the thirteen 
tested differences favor the AR group except Physical 
Defects* The RR group had a higher mean Physical Defects 
score, but the difference was not significant at the 
accepted level.
The t ratio for the difference between the AR group 
mean and the RR group mean on Behavioral Immaturity was 
significant at the ,05 level, indicating that a real 
difference exists between these groups on this MHA score.
On the Emotional Instability score the t test of 
the differences between the groups was below the level of 
significance. This was also true of the scores on Peelings 
of Inadequacy, Physical Defects, Nervous Manifestations, 
and Close Personal Relationships.
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TABLE XXIII
COMPARISONS OF THE AR GROUP AND THE RR GROUP ON THE SCORES
OF THE MENTAL HEALTH ANALYSIS
* Group Differ­ Signifi­
Score Means ence in t Ratio cance
AR RR Means Level
Behavioral Immaturity 15.9 14.2 1.7 2.31 .05Emotional Instability 12.7 11.5 1.2 1.19 NSFeelings of Inade­
quacy 13.4 11.8 1.6 1.56 NSPhysical Defects 17.9 18.3 -.4* .76 NSNervous Manifes­
tations H.7 12.7 2.0 1.92 NS
Total Liabilities
Score 74.5 68.5 6.0 1.73 NS
Close Personal
Relationships 18.1 17.2 .9 1.60 NSInter-Personal Skills 16.7 15.2 1.5 2.08 .05
Social Participation 17.2 15.6 1.6 2.54 .02Satisfying Work and
Recreation 16.6 15.5 1.1 2.29 .05Adequate Outlook and
Goals 17.1 15.7 1.4 3.21 .01
Total Assets Score 85.6 79.5 6.1 3.00 .01
Total Mental Health
Analysis Ucore 160.10 147.98 12.12 2.97 .01
*This difference in favor of the RR group.
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This lack of significance of the differences between 
the group means on these MHA scores suggests that no true 
differences exist between the AR group and the RR group in 
behavior described by these scores.
The difference between the means of the two groups 
on the Inter-Personal Skills score was significant beyond 
the .05 level. Thi3 indicates a true difference in inter­
personal skills between average and retarded readers.
There was a significant difference between the mean 
of the AR and RR groups on the Social Participation score. 
This difference, significant beyond the .02 level, is 
evidence that the average readers are really more adequate 
in social participation than the retarded readers.
The difference between the AR and RR group means on 
the Satisfying Work and Recreation score was significant 
beyond the .05 level, suggesting that a true difference 
exists between the AR group and the RR group on this 
factor.
The difference between the means of the two groups 
on the Adequate Outlook and Goals score was In favor of 
the average readers and was significant beyond the .01 
level.
While means on the total Liabilities scores of the 
two groups did not differ significantly, the difference
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between the AR Assets mean and the RR Assets mean was 
significant beyond the .01 level. This significance is to 
be expected in view of the fact that four of the five 
significant sub-scores are in the Assets part of the Mental 
Health Analysis.
The difference on the Total MHA score was significant 
beyond the .01 level, favoring the average readers.
In order to be specific concerning the types of 
mental health problems which are related to reading retar­
dation, an item analysis of the MHA was made. The tetra- 
choric correlation technique was used to determine the 
amount of relationship between the responses to the items 
and reading ability level.
The question to be answered was: To what extent
does the behavior indicated by a pupil's response to any 
given item on the MHA correlate with that pupil's reading 
ability level? The null hypothesis to be checked could be 
stated: The pupils of both reading groups belong to a
single homogeneous population and the correlation between 
a pupil's group and his response to an MHA item is zero.
The arrangement of the 2 x 2  contingency table used 
in computing the tetrachorie correlation coefficient for 
each MHA item is shown in Table XXXIII. It should be 
noted that perfect positive correlation (+1.0) would
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TABLE XXXIII
ARRANGEMENT OF THE 2 X 2 CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR COMPUTING THE TETRACHORIC COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION
Number of 
Average Readers 
who answered the item incorrectly 
according to the scoring key
Number of Average Readers who answered the item correctly 
according to the scoring key
Number of Retarded Readers 
who answered the item incorrectly 
according to the scoring key
Number of Retarded Readers 
who answered the item correctly 
according t© the scoring key
NOTE: Perfect positive correlation (+1.0) would bethe result of all cases falling in the lower left cell and the upper right eell. Perfect negative correlation (-1.0) would be the result of all cases falling in the upper left cell and lower right cell.
result if all average readers had responded to an item 
correctly according to the scoring key and all retarded 
readers had responded to an item incorrectly. Perfect 
negative correlation (-1.0) would result from the reverse 
of this situation.
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The tetrachoric correlation coefficient, or 
is comparable to the Pearson r and may be interpreted in 
the same way. The coefficients obtained in this study 
were computed by means of the Computing Diagrams for the 
Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient devised by Chesire, 
Saffir and Thurstone.1^
The criterion to be used to evaluate the signifi­
cance of the tetrachoric correlation coefficients obtained 
in this study was set at .05* The significance of the 
coefficients was determined by converting the to a
phi coefficient and using chi square to test the signifi­
cance of the obtained phi. By this means it was calculated 
that based upon these data would have to be .35 or
larger in order to meet the criterion of significance set 
at the .05 level. Coefficients of .46 and above were 
significant at the .01 level.
The directions for using the computing diagrams 
warn against use of tetrachoric coefficients to show 
relationship when either of the two classes or attributes 
contain less than 10 per cent of the total frequency. 
Therefore, only 148 out of the total two hundred items in
—
Leone Chesire, Milton Saffir and L. L. Thurstone, Computing Diagrams for the Tetrachoric Correlation Co- efS’iclent {Chicago; University of ’Chicago Bookstore,mrr.
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the test could be analysed reliably by this means. These 
items and their tetrachoric. correlations are presented in 
Table XXXIV.
There were thirty-eight negative correlations, 
which, in terms of the arrangement of the 2 x 2 table, 
means that the retarded readers had a larger per cent of 
correct responses on these items than did the average 
readers® Only three of these negative correlation co­
efficients were significant at the .05 level, however.
The highest correlation between MHA item response 
and reading ability level was found in Item 93, ”D© you 
think that you are doing well in school?” The rtet was 
.79* In view of the nature of the group criteria, this 
high correlation would be expected; children who read 
poorly would feel that they are not doing well in school.
Item 26, ”Have you found that it pays to make a 
fuss when people try to stop you from doing the things you 
like to do?” elicited responses which were closely related 
to the reading ability levels of these pupils. The rtet 
of .70 suggests a real relationship between this immature 
behavior and reading disability.
/’Do you usually have your best times with boys or 
girls who are younger than you?” asks Item 37. The rtet
1G8
TABLE XXXIV
TETRACHORIC CORRELATION BETWEEN GROUP RESPONSE ON 148 MHA ITEMS AND READING GROUP MEMBERSHIP
Subscore ItemNumber rtet
SignificanceLevel
Behavioral Immaturity 3 -.14
4 -.1026 .70 .01
27 .0751 .49 .0152 .12
54 .2055 .0580 .12101 .12102 .56 .01
105 .15126 -.43 .05130 -.23152 .23155 .47 .01
179 .50 .01180 . 16
Emotional Instability 6 .197 .038 .07
31 -.25
34 —. 2035 -.23
53 -.0759 -.40 .0582 .10
83 .20

















137 .1613 8 .00
139 - .04163 .00
165 .30187 .25188 .10
189 -.14
41 -.1645 -.1068 -.22
69 .0270 -.1792 .15
143 .06
144 .23193 .00
23 -.1025 .2046 .22
49 .3650 -.1272 .4096 .10













Nervous Manifestations(continued) 146 .03
147 .05150 .07
173 .20174 .19175 .03197 .38 .05198 .23
Close Personal Relationships 2 -.0730 .2778 .01
79 .28
151 .33154 -.15177 -.07178 -.06
Inter-Personal Skills 9 .2210 .48 .0132 .3260 .2081 ,22
85 .00107 .25133 .18
134 -.12156 .00158 .15181 -.50 . 01
183 -.10
184 .33185 .55 .01




Subscore Number rtet Level
Social Participation 
(continued)
Satisfying Work and 
Recreation
Outlook and Goals
114 .22115 •. 22136 .10140 .04161 .15162 .35164 .35186 -.28190 .00
20 -.21
43 .1944 .1666 .1593 .7994 .20
95 .20117 .14141 -.17142 .15
191 .03192 -.07194 .30
22 .20
47 .1973 .20121 .20122 .06






of ,64 demonstrates the tendency of the retarded readers 
to choose children younger than themselves as chums*
The tendency for the retarded readers not to belong 
to Seouts, Camp Fire Girls and other organizations is 
suggested by the correlations for Items 36 and 06. These 
items and their rtetfa are; "Are you a member of a group 
that often does interesting things?", .50; and "Are you a 
member of Cubs, Scouts, Bluebirds, Girl Scouts or some 
similar group?", .56.
There was a correlation of .56 between the responses
to Item 102, "Do you find that it pays to get mad at
people who say mean things about you?", and reading ability 
level. This positive indicates that members of the
RR group were more likely to behave this way.
Item 185 asks, "Do your friends seem to think you 
stand by them as you should?" The r^^ of .55 between 
this item*s responses and reading ability level suggests a 
lack of inter-personal skill in the retarded group.
The tendency for the retarded readers to feel that 
it is all right to "take things you need very much if you
are sure, you won*t get caught" as pointed out in the r*tet
of .53 between Item 149 and the reading groups.
A lack of ability to relax and a hesitancy to rely 
on others are shown in the ^tet’s *50 for Items 109
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and 179* The items ares "Do you find that it is hard for 
you to rest and take things easy?" and "Have you found 
that if you want to be happy you cannot depend on others?"
The only negative correlation significant at the 
,01 level is that for Item ldl, "Do you find it easy to be 
nice to people even when they do not agree with you?"
This negative rtQt of -,50 suggests that the retarded 
readers, to a greater extent than the average group, did 
find it easy to be nice to people even when disagreeing,
A tendency for retarded readers to attempt to "get 
even with people" by refusing to speak to them was shown 
in the correlation for Item 51 which was ,49, Another 
tendency toward immature behavior on the part of retarded 
readers was shown In the of *47 between Item 155 and
the reading groups. The item asks, "Do you get along best 
if you pay little attention to other people*s feelings?"
Item 10, "Do you keep from showing you are bothered 
when you lose at games?", called forth responses which 
were correlated with reading level *48, evidence that the 
average readers were more likely to be "good losers" than 
were the members of the RR group.
Another of the negative correlations was found 
between Item 126 and the reading groups. The rtet -*43
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for Item 126, "No matter how hard it is do you usually get 
people to pay attention to you?**, indicates that the AR 
group was more likely to make efforts to get attention.
Item 90 asks, "Do you need a great deal of help 
from your teacher in order to do your best work in school?" 
As would be expected, the rtet of .43 suggests that the 
retarded readers did feel that they needed a great amount 
of help in school.
The third negative correlation of significant size 
was that for the relation between Item 59 and the reading 
groups. This rtet of -.40 points up a tendency for the 
average readers to give an undesirable "yes" response to 
Item 59, "Are you often troubled because your plans do not 
turn out well?"
Four items dealing with emotional instability. Items 
49, 72, 100 and 197 had correlations indicating that 
retarded readers exhibited this behavior more often than 
did the average readers. These items and their coeffi­
cients were: "Do you get dizzy rather often?", .36; "Do
you often have headaches?", .40; "Are you often bothered 
with eye strain?”, .40; and "Are the muscles of your arms 
often tense or tight?", .36.
There was a correlation of .3# between reading 
ability and Item 157, "Do you often feel that there is no
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use to keep on trying to do all the things people want you 
to do?n. This significant rtet suggests that the RR group 
was more likely to answer this question wyes*n
Two items dealing with participation in social 
activities had rtet.#s of .35* One of the items, No. 162, 
which asked if the subject was a member of a boys’ or 
girls’ group, indicates that the retarded readers were not 
as likely to belong to the Scouts, Camp Fire Girls and 
similar groups. The other item, Ho. 164, asked if the 
pupil felt that his friends thought he was ttgood at help­
ing get things done." The positive rtet suggests that the 
retarded pupils were not as likely to think so.
In the comparisons of the Mental Health Analysis 
scores and the responses to the items of the inventory it 
has been shown that, while no one pattern of mental health 
characteristics describes all retarded readers, as a group, 




The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
mental health status of a relatively homogeneous group of 
elementary school pupils in order to find answers to four 
questions:
{1) What general description of mental health is 
evident in retarded readers?
(2) With regard to mental health, how do teachers 
describe retarded readers?
(3) How do retarded readers and average readers 
compare as to social adjustments (accepting of and accepted 
by classmates)?
(4) How do retarded readers and average readers 
compare on a standardised inventory of mental health 
status?
Data were collected and analysed with these questions 
in mind. In this chapter, a summary of findings is given, 
conclusions are drawn, the implications for teachers are 
discussed, and some suggestions for further study are made,
I. SUMMARY
(1) Nearly all of the fifth grade pupils of average 
mental ability identified as two or more years retarded in
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reading came from schools in the industrial or business 
sections of the city*
(2) Most of these pupils had one, two or three 
siblings; only six pupils in this group were "only 
children."
(3) These pupils seemed to lilce the school subjects 
best which required little reading, sifcj .they mentioned 
reading as a reason for disliking school subjects fre­
quently.
(4) All of the pupils in this retarded group 
appeared to like their teachers and most of them felt that 
their teachers liked them.
(5) There were many different patterns of response 
to the mental health questions and no one pattern could be 
said to be descriptive of all cases studied.
(6) Eight of the twenty Behavioral Immaturity 
questions were answered in an undesirable way by 30 per 
eent or more of the retarded group. Various types of 
immature behavior such as "fussing" when things go wrong, 
selfishness, self-consciousness, and lying to get out of 
trouble were demonstrated.
(7) Fourteen of the twenty Emotional Instability 
items were given undesirable responses by 30 per cent or 
more of the group. Day-dreaming, being unhappy without
ii a
knowing why, worrying excessively, and a lack of perse­
verance were some of the types of emotionally unstable 
behavior indicated*
(#) On sixteen of the twenty questions on Feelings 
of Inadequacy, 30 per cent or more of the group gave un­
desirable answers. A definite tendency toward desiring 
younger children as playmates, feeling that it was a good 
idea to "tell about the many things" they had done, and a
general lack of confidence were some indications of the
feelings of inadequacy of this group.
(9) None of the Physical Defects questions re­
ceived undesirable answers from 30 per cent or more of 
the retarded group. This suggests that these pupils have 
no undue concern or worry over physical handicaps.
(10) Fourteen of the twenty questions dealing with 
Nervous Manifestations were answered undesirably by 30 per
cent or more of the group. Nail biting, stomach aches,
headaches, stuttering, eye strain, and loss of appetite 
are a few of the nervous symptoms apparent in the group.
(11) On only two of the twenty questions relating 
to Close Personal Relationships did 30 per cent or more 
of the retarded readers give undesirable answers.
(12) Seven of the Inter-Personal Skills items re­
ceived undesirable answers from 30 per cent or more of the 
group.
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(13) Only four of the Social Participation 
questions received undesirable responses from 30 per cent 
or more of the retarded readers. All of these items had 
to do with social activities in organized groups.
(14) Seven items dealing with Satisfying Work and 
Recreation were given undesirable answers by 30 per cent 
or more of the group. Items referring to work and 
recreation involving reading received more negative 
replies than other items.
(15) Only five of the twenty questions related to 
Adequate Outlook and Goals received undesirable responses 
from 30 per cent or more of the group. These items dealt 
with punishment for wrong-doers, stealing, and the amount 
of time people spend'in playing.
(16) Seventeen pupils (40 per cent) were at or 
below the median of the MHA norms. On only two subscores, 
Emotional Instability and Nervous Manifestations, was this 
group below the median of the norms.
(17) Teachers recognized the pupils* reading dis­
abilities, and in twenty-five cases, the teachers attempted 
to account for them specifically. Approximately one-fourth 
of the factors mentioned by the teachers as reasons for 
reading disabilities were related to mental health status.
I
1 20
(1$) Teachers described the home situations 
"negatively" in most instances. In fourteen cases the 
family was described as a "good middle class family,"
(19) Teachers rated thirty-six of the pupils as 
able to "get along" well with their classmates,
(20) Teachers were able to recall few nervous 
manifestations in the retarded readers. Most nervous 
habits mentioned were ones which would be disruptive in 
the classroom.
(21) Teachers of approximately one-half of the 
pupils said that they felt that the ambitions of the 
children and their parents were realistic. Twelve of the 
students# teachers said the parents’ ambitions for the 
children were definitely not realistic and eight of these 
indicated a feeling that this had affected the child’s 
adjustment.
(23) Nearly all of the teachers’ comments about 
the pupils indicated at least a desire to understand the 
children in terms of child development principles.
(24) Retarded readers chose a statistically sig­
nificant smaller number of their classmates on a socio­
metric device than did average readers.
(25) Retarded readers were chosen by their class­
mates fewer times on a sociometric device than were average 
readers and the difference was statistically significant.
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(26) When compared with a random sample of average 
readers, the retarded readers, as a group, had statisti­
cally significant lower Total Mental Health Analysis 
scores.
(27) Compared with average readers, the retarded 
readers had a significantly lower Assets scores on the 
MHA.
(28) The retarded readers also had significantly 
lower mean scores than the average readers on Behavioral 
Immaturity, Inter-Personal Skills, Satisfying Work and 
Recreation, and Adequate Outlook and Goals.
(29) Twenty-four of the two hundred MHA items 
showed significant correlation between reading ability 
level and the group responses to the items. Three of 
these items had negative correlation coefficients.
II. CONCLUSIONS
In the light of the findings and within the 
limitations of the population studied, the following con­
clusions seem justified:
(1) There appears to be a relationship between 
reading retardation and the area of the city in which the 
pupilfs school is located, with more retarded readers 
found in the lower socioeconomic sections.
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(2) Retarded readers appear to feel accepted by 
their teachers and to like their teachers.
(3) There seems to be no single pattern of mental 
health characteristics which is descriptive of all retarded 
readers.
(4) However, retarded readers tend to exhibit 
behavior which is somewhat immature and emotionally un­
stable, to feel inadequate in some ways and to have a 
considerable number of nervous manifestations.
(5) Further, these pupils seem to worry little 
about physical defects, to have adequate personal relation­
ships, to participate adequately in social activities 
except those of an organised-group nature, to have satis­
fying work and recreational activities, and to have 
adequate outlooks and goals for the future.
(6) Teachers recognize pupils’ reading disabilities 
but do not usually relate this reading problem to mental 
health status.
(7) Teachers usually have information about their 
pupils’ homes and do relate this to the pupils’ school 
difficulties.
(3) Most teachers attempt to understand their 
pupils in terms of child development principles.
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(9) Retarded readers are not as accepting of or as
accepted by their classmates as are average readers.
(10) Retarded readers, as a group, are not as 
mentally healthy as are average readers.
(11) Retarded readers, as a group, are not as
behaviorally mature, as skillful in personal relations, as
active socially, as satisfied in work and recreation, and 
as adequate in outlook and goals for the future as the 
average readers.
(12) Twenty-four of the MHA items could be used to 
measure behavior which was significantly correlated with 
reading ability level and only three of these items indi­
cated that the retarded readers were more likely to make 
desirable responses to the questions.
Ill. IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
As stated repeatedly in the review of literature, 
the maladjusted child who is also a retarded reader must 
have attention given to his maladjustment before any 
remedial tutoring can be really effective. While the 
findings of this study do not indicate that all maladjusted 
children are retarded readers or that all pupils experienc­
ing difficulty in reading are mentally unhealthy, the major
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conclusion to be drawn is that retarded readers, as a 
group, tend to have more maladjustment symptoms than a 
similar group of average readers. The implication for the 
teacher who deals with retarded readers is that the possi­
bility should be recognized that poor adjustment may be 
closely related to reading problems.
Poor mental health may have caused the retardation; 
difficulties experienced in learning to read may have 
brought on adjustment problems; or some third factor may 
have caused both the poor reading and the poor adjustment. 
Whatever the situation in a given case, the teacher should 
deal with the child*s affect disturbances before, or at 
least in conjunction with, providing remedial instruction.
This is not to say that classroom teachers should 
undertake psychotherapy for which they are not qualified. 
Psychoses and serious neuroses should be treated by well- 
trained psychotherapists. However, the classroom teacher 
has both the ability and the responsibility to help her 
pupils develop and maintain the behavioral characteristics 
of good mental health.
The relationship between mental health and reading 
retardation has been demonstrated. If poor mental health 
status causes a child’s reading disability, remedial 
instruction based upon the principles of sound mental
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health will improve his reading* If poor mental health 
status is caused by his reading disability, remedial 
instruction based upon procedures which will improve the 
child’s adjustment will be no less effective, If both his 
poor mental health and reading disability are caused by 
some third factor beyond the control of the teacher, such 
as a physical defect, the maladjustment and the reading 
retardation must be treated as symptoms* Remedial reading 
instruction based upon good mental health practice would 
be indicated in this case.
IV, SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The following studies seem to be indicated:
(1) A study of the relationship between mental 
health and reading achievement in the primary grades as 
compared with this relationship in the upper grades.
(2) A study comparing the mental health of boys 
retarded in reading with the mental health of girls retarded 
in reading.
(3) A study of the mental health of disabled readers 
with high mental ability compared with the mental health
of disabled readers with low mental ability.
(4) An experimental study of the effect of using 
mental health improvement activities in conjunction with 
remedial reading instruction.
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(5) An Intensive study of the home environment of 
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Name; Address; Birth Date; Sex
Family Data
Father’s Name, Age, Education, Occupation 
Mother’s Name, Age, Education, Occupation 
Sibling Names, Ages, Educational Information 
Others living in the home {Reason they are there)
School Data
Do you like school? 'Why?
Which subject do you like best in school? Why?
What do you dislike most about school? Why?
Do you like your teacher? Why?
Do you feel that most of your classmates like you?
Do you feel that your teacher likes you? Why do
you think so?
General Data
What do you like to do best of all for amusement? 
What would you like to be when you grow up? Why? 
What do you think your parents would like you to be?
Mental Health Analysis
I have some questions here I would like to ask 
you. These questions are to help me know how you 
feel about some things. There are no right or 
wrong answers. The answer I would like you to give 




When did you teach (subject’s name? ?
Was he retarded in any way?
If he was retarded in reading, could you give a 
specific reason for it?
How would you characterize his home situation when you 
taught him?
How did he get along with other people his age? 
Younger? Older?
Do you recall any specific nervous manifestations 
(such as nail biting, finger or thumb sucking, lip 
chewing, crying for no apparent reason, etc.7.
As far as you know, did he ever express any worry 
about any real or imagined physical defects?
In your judgment were this child’s ambitions and his 
parents’ ambitions for him realistic in terms of his 
mental and physical abilities.
Would you characterize this child as a "happy child” 
or as an "unhappy child?” (Ask for specific behaviors 
which account for this opinion,)
Is there anything else about this child which you feel 




RESPONSES OF RETARDED READERS TO 
"BEHAVIORAL IMMATURITY" 
ITEMS ON THE MHA
No. Item N
ResponseYes
% N No ~~ %
3. Are you usually able to get the best seat at a program or other meeting? 11 25.6 32 74*4
4. Do you often start eating before the others because they make you wait too long? 5 11.6 36 65*4
26. Have you found that it pays 
to make a fuss when people try to stop you from doing 
the things you like? 13 30.2 30 69.6
27. Do some boys or girls get 
into your way so much that you push them aside? 10 23.3 33 76.7
51. Have you been able to get even with people you do not like by refusing to speak 
to them? 12 27.9 31 72.1
52. Do you try to stay away from people who will not let you do the things you want? 10 23.3 33 76.7
54. Have you found that if- you don't do it first, someone 
else will usually take the biggest piece of pie or cake? 21 46.6 22 51.2
55. Do other peoples' feelings often seem to be hurt by 





% N No ~  $
77. Have you found that you can get things quicker by demanding what you want? 4 9.3 39 90.7
BO. Have you found that it pays to 
tell others right out about things you don*t like? 15 34.9 2B 65*1
101. Does it pain you more when you get hurt than it does most 
other people? 17 39*5 26 60.5
102. Do you find that it pays to 
get mad at people who say mean things about you? 8 IB.6 35 B1.4
105. Are many people so unfair that they expect you to keep your 
feelings to yourself? 9 20.9 34 79*1
126. No matter how hard it is, do you usually get people to pay attention lio you? IB 41.9 25 5B.1
129. Do many people pay so little attention to your needs that you have to quarrel with them? 5 11.6 3B BB.4
130. Do you have to make a fuss because you are expected to do so many things? 7 16.3 36 B3.7









155. Do you get along best if you pay little attention to other 
people’s feelings? IB 41.9 25 5B.1
179. Have you found that if you want to be happy you cannot 
depend on others? 15 34.9 2B 65.1
ISO. Have you found that you can 
often get out of trouble by 
stretching the truth a little? 25 5B*1 IB 41.9
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TABLE II









6. Do people seem to hurt your 
feelings more often than they 
do the feelings of others? 10 23.3 33 76.7
7. Are things often so bad that you feel as though life is 
hardly worth living? 8 18.6 35 81.4
8. Are you often worried about 
things without knowing why? 29 67,4 14 32.6
31. Do you often feel as though 
something keeps you from 
doing things that you would 
like to do? 16 37.2 27 62*8
34. Do you often become so lost in your thoughts that you fail to 
notice the people around you? 18 41.9 25 58.1
35. Are you more contented when you are alone than when you 
are with other people? 8 18.6 35 81.4
58. Do you often worry because 
people do not like you as well 
as they should? 12 27.9 31 72.1
59. Are you often troubled because your plans do not 





% N No %
32. Do you often feel unhappy without knowing why? 22 51.2 21 43.3
33. Are you often so busy with your own thoughts that you do 
not hear what other people 
say? 17 39.5 26 60.5
34 • Do you feel better when you let people know that you see 
their faults? 23 65 *1 15 34.9
103. Have people often said unfairly that you have many poor ideas? 11 25.6 32 74.4
109. Do you find that it is hard for you to rest and take 
things easy? 19 44.2 24 55.3
110. Are you often worried about what is going to happen to 
you? 20 46.5 23 53.5
131. Have you often felt that you have more bad luck than most 
people? 17 39.5 26 60.5
135. Have you found that you sometimes like and sometimes hate the same people? 13 30.2 30 69*3
157. Do you often feel that there is no use to keep on trying 
to do all the things people 








159. Have you found that there are very few people who are good friends for long? 26 60.5 17 39.5
160. Have you found ways of getting out of most of the things you do not like to do? 26 60.5 17 39.5
132. Does it usually take you a long time to get over it when 
you are not treated right? 19 44.2 24 55.3
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TABLE III
RESPONSES OF RETARDED READERS TO "FEELINGS OF INADEQUACY" 






11. Are people often so unfair to you that you have to make a 
good many excuses? 10 23.3 33 76.7
14. Have you found it hard to make friends with the people you like? 6 14.0 27 66.0
37. Do you usually have your best times with boys or girls who are younger than you? 27 62.6 16 37.2
40. Have you found that most pupils seem to get along better in school than you do? 19 44*2 24 55.8
61. Do you often feel that 
members of your family do not like you as well as you 
deserve? 5 11.6 36 66.4
62. Do people often say that you have not done your work as 
well as you should? 21 4 8.6 22 51.2
63. Do your classmates seem to think that their ideas are better than yours? 18 41.9 25 58.1









SB. Do many people make the 
mistake of thinking they 
cannot depend on you? 20 46.5 23 53.5
90. Do you need a great deal of 
help from your teacher in 
order to do your best work 
in school? 27 62. B 16 37.2
112. Have you found that many 
people are hard to get 
along with? 16 37.2 27 62.B
113. Do people often seem to think 
that you are not as bright as 
you really are? 1 lif 32.6 29 67.3
137. Have you often felt that you were left out of things you 
would like to do? 21 4B.B 22 51.2
13S. Have you found that most 
people usually think about 
themselves and forget others? IB 41.9 25 5B.1
139. Do you feel that most people manage to get more attention 
than they deserve? 15 34.9 2B 65.1
163. Have you often felt that you 
needed more courage than most 
people if you were to do well? 15 34.9 2B 65.1
165. Have you found that it pays to 
tell people about the many 






$ H No ~~ %
137. Does it seem to you that most of your classmates are healthier than you are? 13 30.2 30 69.3
133. Does it seem to you that most 
of your friends can do things better than you can? 13 41.9 25 53.1
139. Have you found that it is usually someone else’s fault when things go wrong? 3 13.6 35 31.4
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TABLE IV
RESPONSES OF RETARDED READERS TO 
"PHYSICAL DEFECTS"







17. Do you worry because your legs 
are too large or too small? 2 4.7 41 95.3
toH Are you troubled because your 
chin does not look right? 0 . . . 43 100.0
19. Are you unhappy because people notice that you have a scar or 
marks on your face? 1 2.3 42 97.7
41. Do you feel bad because of 
pimples or marks on your skin 
that keep you from looking 
nice? 6 14.0 37 36.0
45. Do you feel bad because your body is not as well formed as 
you would like? 5 11.6 3S 33.4
6$. Do you worry about the things 
people say about you because 
you are too thin? 4 9.3 39 90.7
69. Are you concerned because 
there are many things you 
cannot do on account of your 
weight? 6 20.6 37 79.4
70. Are you unhappy because of 









91. Do you feel bad because there is something wrong with your 
mouth or lips? 6 14.0 37 B6.0
92. Are you troubled because there is something wrong with your feet or legs? 2 4 .7 41 95.3
116. Do you worry because you think your nose is not nice looking? .5 11.6 33 aa.4
119. Do you sometimes feel bad because your feet are too large or too small? 0 43 100.0
120. Have you often felt that your ears are not nice looking? 1 2.3 42 97 .7
143. Do you sometimes feel bad because you can’t do what you would like with your hands or feet? 3 6 .9 40 93.1
144* Do you often feel bad because you can’t see well enough to read and do other 
things? 12 27.9 31 72.1
167. Are you often troubled because of the size of your 
mouth? 1 2.3 42 97.7









169. Have you often felt bad 
because you have many 
freckles? 1 2.3 42 97.7
193. Do you think your hair is too straight or too curly 
to look nice? 4 9.3 39 90.7
195. Are you troubled because something is wrong with 
your arms or hands? 3 6.9 40 93.1
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TABLE V
RESPONSES OF RETARDED READERS TO 
"NERVOUS MANIFESTATIONS" 
ITEMS O N .THE MHA
No, Item N
Response Yes "
% ■ . N. No %
23. Do you have a hard time going to sleep? 16 37.2 27 . 62.a
25. • Do you often bite your fingernails? 25 53.1 IS 41.9
46. Do you often have stomach 
aches? 20 46.5 23 53.5
49. Do you get dizay rather often?o 11 25.6 32 74.4
50. Do you hum a great deal of the time? 15 34.9 23 65.1
72. Do you often have headaches? 19 44.2 24 55.3
96. Do you stutter some at times? 19 44.2 24 55.3
97*. Do you find that you must squint your eyes a great deal? 15 34.9. 28 65.1
99. Do you have the habit of tapping with your fingers? 17 39.5 26 60,5
100. Are you often bothered with 
eye strain? 19 44*2 24 55.3






% N No ~  %
124. Are you often troubled with bad dreams? 15 34.9 2B 65.1
146. Do some of your muscles sometime tremble? 16 37.2 27 62.$
147. Do you seem to catch cold very easily? 17 39.5 26 60.5
150. Do you find that you are 
seldom hungry? 26 60.5 17 39.5
173. Do you often hear a bussing sound in your ears? 13 30.2 30 69.$
174. Do your legs often feel too tense? 7 16.3& 36 $3.7
175. Do you often have pains in your head? $ IS.6 35 $1.4
197. Are the muscles of your arms often tense or tight? . 9 20.9 34 79.1
196. Do you often have a stiff shoulder or back? $ IB.6 35 $1.4
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TABLE VI
RESPONSES OF RETARDED READERS TO 
"CLOSE PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS” 




fa N No fo
1. Do your folks usually let you 
have some of the friends you 
want? 41 95.3 2 4.7
2 o Do you sometimes have a good 
talk with one or more of 
your teachers? 34 79.1 9 20*9
5. Do your friends seem to think you are going to get along 
well? 36 66*4 5 11.6
26. Does your family sometimes go 
to picnics or other places 
with you? 40 93.1 3 6*9
29. Do you have some good friends of your own age? 39 90*7 4 9.3
3°. Do you have a very good friend who will talk with you 
about your troubles? 29 67.4 14 32.6
53. Is someone at home usually nice to you when you are in 
trouble? 41 95.3 2 4.7
76. Is there someone at home who 
will talk with you about 









76. Do your folks let you pick your clothes or other things 
you need? 31 72.1 12 27.9
79. Do the people at home often let you help decide what the 
family is going to do? 23 65.1 15 34.9
103. Do you have some good friends 
among your cousins or other 
relatives? 42 97.7 1 2.3
104* Do the people at home usually 
seem to belLieve the things 
you tell them? 39 90.7 4 9.3
127. Do you feel that your folks like to have you bring 
friends home with you? 40 93.1 3 6.9
123. Do you often have good times 
at home with your folks? 41 95.3 2 4.7
151. Does someone at home help you get the money you need 
for things? 33 76.7 . 10 23.3
153. Does one of your folks often take time to do things you 
like? 41 95.3 2 4.7




No. Item N % N %
176. Do most of your friends have 
the traits and qualities you like? 39 90.7 4 9.3
177. Do you have many good talks about things with your close friends? 36 83.7 7 16.3
17$. Are there some people not in your family who like to talk 
things over with you? 34 79.1 9 20.9
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RESPONSES OF RETARDED READERS TO 






9. Do you know how to keep people from feeling bad when they make a mistake? 29 67.4 14 32.6
10. Do you keep from showing that you are bothered when you lose at games? 25 56.1 16 41.9
32. Do you usually try to find out what your friends like to do? 35 61.4 6 16.6
33. Do you usually tell people when they do something well? 36 66.4 5 11*6
56. Have you found that it pays to tell people when they have good ideas? 37 66.0 6 14.0
57* Do your friends seem to think that you are fair with them? 39 90.7 4 9.3
60. Can you often stop a quarrel 
without hurting peoples* feelings? 30 69.6 30.2
Si. Do you usually go out of your way to help others? 32 74.4 11 25.6






% n No ~  %
106. Do you like to give your 
classmates credit for what 
they know? 42 97.7 1 2.3
107. Have you found that It is best not to tell people what to do? 30 69.3 13 30.2
132. Do you usually help other 
people have a good time at 
parties? 40 93.1 3 6.9
133. Do you usually do what you say you will? 33 76.7 10 23.3
134. Do you usually keep from talking much about the 
things you know? 27 62.3 16 37.2
156. Do you find it better not to 
tell people about their 
faults? 25 56.1 13 41.9
156. Is it easy for you to like the 
things other people are doing? 34 79.1 9 20.9
131. Do you find it easy to be nice 
to people even when they do 
not agree with you? 36 33.4 5 11.6
163. Do your friends seem to think 
that you help them as much as 
they help you? 37 36.0 6 14.0
134. Are you able to tell interest­ing stories when you have the 
chance to do so? 33 76.7 10 23.3
135. Do your friends seem to think 
that you stand by them as you 
should? 35 31.4 3 16.6
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TABLE VIII
RESPONSES OF THE RETARDED READERS TO 
"SOCIAL PARTICIPATION"







12. Do you like to be with others 
rather than to be alone? 41 95.3 2 4.7
13. Do people seem to think you do your share when there is work 
to be done? 33 33.4 5 11.6
15. Do you usually try to work or play with your friends? 43 100.0 0 0
36. Are you a member of a group 
that often does interesting 
things? 23 65.1 15 34.9
33. Do you like to play games in 
the homes of your friends? 33 33,4 5 11.6
39. Do you take part in plays or programs at school? 39 90.7 4 9.3
64. Do you sometimes go camping 
or hiking with people of your 
own age? 20 46.5 23 53.5
36. Are you a member of Cubs, 
Scouts, Bluebirds, Girl 
Scouts, or some other 
similar group? 14 32.6 29 67.4
37. Do you like to be with your 





% N No “  %
39. Do you like to go to school parties and socials? 39 90.7 4 9.3
111. Do you like to do things rather than read or think about them? 33 76.7 10 23.3
114. Mien there is time do you usually play or visit with your classmates? 32 74*4 11 25.6
115. Do you like to study with other boys or girls rather 
than alone? 33 33.4 5 11.6
136. Do you do several things which are of interest to other boys and girls? 37 96.0 6 14.0
140. Do you sometimes go to programs or socials with other people? 34 79.1 9 20.9
161. Do you sometimes help to plan or carry on a party? 34 79.1 9 20*9
162. Are you a member of a boys® or girls® group that does interesting things? 22 51.2 21 43.3
I64. Do your friends seem to think that you are good at helping 
to get things done? 32 74.0 11 25.6
136. Do you like to trade, buy or 
sell things? 40 93.1 3 6.9
190. Do you usually take part in the things that are going on at school? 39 90.7 4 9.3
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TABLE IX
RESPONSES OF RETARDED READERS TO 
"SATISFYING WORK AND RECREATION" 







16. Are most of your school 
subjects interesting? 41 95.3 2 4.7
20. Do you spend more time than 
you like to on your school 
work? 21 4#. 8 22 51.2
42. Do you have some kind of 
work to do that you like 
very much? 39 90.7 4 9.3
43. Do you feel that you are allowed to do most of the 
things that you enjoy? 36 83.7 7 16.3
44* When you play, do you like to play hard? 27 62.8 16 37.2
66. Do you usually look forward 
with pleasure to the duties 
of the next day? 32 74.4 11 25.6
67. Do you feel that teachers usually treat the pupils as 
fairly as they should? 43 100. G 0 0
93. Do you think that you are 
doing well in school? 26 60.5 17 39.5
94. Do you usually feel good 
after you have worked or 





% N No ~~ *
95. Do you have interesting things to do when you get tired of work or study? 37 56.0 6 14.0
117. Do you spend part of your time reading about pets and other animals? 16 37.2 27 62.5
115. Are there a number of things which you like to talk about with your friends? 40 93.1 3 6.9
141. Mien you work, do you like to work hard? 29 67.4 14 32.6
142. Do you like your work well enough so that you do it with 
,care? 35 55.4 5 11.6
145. Do you like to spend part of your time working or doing other things outdoors? 42 97.7 1 2.3
166. Do you have good times raising 
animals or playing with pets? 41 95.3 2 4.7
170. Do you sometimes enjoy your­self by going fishing, swimming, or hiking? 42 97.7 1 2.3
191. Do you enjoy collectingstamps, coins, or other things? 35 51.4 5 15.6
192. Do you often have a good time playing a musical instrument? 33 76.7 10 23.3
194. Do you like to spend part of your time making boats, air­
planes, or other things? 27 62.5 16 37.2
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TABLE X
RESPONSES OF RETARDED READERS TO 
"ADEQUATE OUTLOOK AND GOALS" 







21. Do you believe that all people 
should be treated right? 40 93.1 3 6.9
22. Do you believe that working 
people are just as good as 
those who have lots of money? 37 36.0 6 14.0
24. Do you believe that people who do the right things will 
usually win out? 33 33.4 5 11.6
47. Do you often think about what you are going to be when you 
grow up? 33 76.7 10 23.3
43. Do you believe that you 
should treat people the way 
you xrould like to be treated? 40 93.1 3 6.9
71. Do you think that people who are either richer or poorer 
than you should be treated 
well? 42 97.7 1 2.3
73. Do you believe that what people do is more important 
than who they are? 22 51.2 21 43*3
74. Do you think that it is as important to behave well as 








75. Do you think that people should be as careful of other 
peoples* things as they are 
of their own? 41 95.3 2 4.7
93. Do you believe that people of other races are entitled to their rights? 39 90.7 k 9.3
121. Should people suffer when they do wrong? 19 44.2 24 55.3
122. Do you believe that being happy depends more on what 
you do than on what others do for you? 23 53.5 20 46.5
1.25. Should everyone be as careful to do what he ought 
to do as to ask for his 
rights? 35 31.4 3 13.6
143. Do you believe that every person has a right to his own 
beliefs and ideas? 40 93*1 3 6.9
149. Is it wrong to take things you need very much if you are sure you won’t get caught? 20 46.5 23 53.5
171. Should people who cannot take care of themselves have help? 42 97.7 1 2.3







196. Do you believe that most people like to see others 
do well? 41 95.3 2 4.7
199. Do you think that the world is getting better? 36 33.7 7 16.3
200. Do you believe that most 
people spend too little time playing? 15 34.9 2£ 65.1
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